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LOF Chapter 82-195
SB 340 (passed)
Senate Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs Commit
tee, 2/3/82. 1 tape (Tape 2 of 2, Side A). (Series 625,
Box 241).
Senate Finance, Taxation and Claims Committee, 2/15/82.
1 tape (Tape 2 of 3). (Series 625, Box 200).
Senate Floor Debate
3/4/82. (SJ 314-315}. 1 tape (Tape 3 of 5).
(Series 1238, Box 70).
House Floor Debate (copied by House Clerk's Office)
3/25/82 (HJ 854). (Series 38, Box 71).
CS/HB 175 (Similar)
House Finance and Taxation Committee
Sub-Committee on Financial Institutions, 1/26/82
(no tape available).
Full Committee, 2/9/82. 1 tape. (Series 414, Box
669).
House Floor Debate (copied by House Clerk's Office)
3/8/82 (HJ 441). (Series 38, Box 70).
3/9/82 (HJ 455). ( Ibid. ).
3/18/82 (HJ 780). (Series 38, Box 71).

History of Legislation
1982 Regular Session
Special Sessions C, D, E, F, G

Florida Legislature
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prepared by:

Legislative Information Division
Joint Legislative Management Committee
Capitol Building, Room 826 - 488-4371

FLORIDA LEGISLAlURE - REGULAR SESSION - 1982
05/26/82

r:-.::-..

09:19

03/18/82
03/18/82 SENA 1E
03/23/82 SENAIE
0"/02/82

HISTORY Of SENATE BILLS

FLORIDA. LEGlSLATUR.E - REGULAR SESSION - 1982
PAGE 117

NAYS
O -ttJ 00145
ORDERED ENROLLED
SIGNED BY OFFICERS MIO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00555
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-78

�ENERAL Blll BY SlUAIU ISIHJLAR CS/H 0175, COMPARE ENG/H 0107,
�NG/H 0172, S 005b, S 0170, S 0718)
FINANCIAL t1AllERS; PROVICJES OUTlES Of BONO FINANCE DIV. OF o.G.s. RE
GENERAL 08LlG,ATION t REVENUE BONDS OF UNITS OF LOCAL GOVT. t. S T.HE;
PROV IDES OUJl ES OF LOCAL GOVT. UNITS WITH RESPlC I 10 IrffORKATlON
FURNISHED THE OlV. RE OUTSJA.NDING BONUS C. NEW BONO ISSUES, E IC.. A.HE.NOS
Cl1!:.. 21.8, 21S, 110, 153. EFFECTIVE DAJE: 07/01/82.
12'/ll/81 SENAlE PRE.FILED
Ol/Ul/82 SENATE REFERRED 10 ECONOMIC, COHMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
FINANCE, TAXAflON AND CLAIMS
01/18/82 SENA JE INTRODUCED, REfERREO TO ECONOHIC, COHHUNITY um
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, FINANCE, TAXAlJON ANO CLAlHS
-SJ 0003�
01/29/82 SENATE EXlENSl� OF TIME GRANTED COHMJTlEE ECUNOHIC, COHHUNlTY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
OZ/Ol/82 SENAlE o,� COHHlf1EE AGENDA-- ElONOHlC., COl1H/C.ONS. AFFAIRS
2/03/82 9 AH RH H
02/0J/8Z SENA IE COHH. REPOR. l: FAVORABLE WITH AM ENO. 8Y ECONOH IC,
COHJ1UN1 lY At-10 C.ONSUMl:.R AFFAIRS -SJ 0011}
02/04/82 s, '11\TE NOW IN FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00113
02/11/l)Z SU4AIE UN CO,'\Hl11EE AGENDA-- FINANCE, TAX. C. CLAIMS 2/15/82
2 PH RH l
02/12/82 SENATE EXlENSlON OF TIME GRANTED COHHllTEE FINANCE, TAXAllON
ANO CLA lHS
02/15/82 S!:NAlE CUHM. REPORJ: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR OY FINANCE,
TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00159
03/02/82 SENA TE PLACED Oi SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/03/82 SE:NATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALErrnAR
03/04/82 SENA TE PLACED 00 snClAL ORDER C.ALl:NOARt PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 34 NA VS
O -SJ 00315
03/09/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
03/25,/02 HOUSE RlCElYEO, PLACEO ON CALENDAR; �EAD SECOND l lME; READ
lHlRO l HIE; PASSED; YEAS 90 W, '>
0 -HJ U0854
03/25/82 SENA lE O RDEREO ENROLLED
04/0fl/82 sEr•ATE SIC.NED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENlEO 10 GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-195,
O"t/21/82
S 03'-1 GENERAL BILL BY St UART
ARHOREO CAR SlRVICESi INCLOOES ARMORED CAR SERVICES WITIIIN 01::FINITION OF
"W.4.TCHHAN, 11 11C.UARO," OR "PATfl.Ol AGENCY"; SPECIFIES WEAPONS THAT MAY BE
CARRIED BY EHPLIHEES Of ARMORED CAR COMPANIES; PROVIDES THAI SUCH
WEAPONS MAY 8£. UPENLY DISPLAYED. AHENOS 493.30,.JlS. EFHC.llVE OATE:
10/01/82.
12/11/61 SENA H PREfILED
Ol/Ol/82 SENA TE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERAl IONS
01/18/82 SENA IE IUIROOUCEU, RE.FERREO 10 GOVERNMENTAL OPERA I IONS
-SJ 00035
02/01/82 SENA TE EXTE.NSICN Of TIME GRANTED COMMlllfE GOVERNH(NTAL
OPERA ll ONS
02/02/82 SENA IE WllltORA.Wi FROH GOVERNMENTAL OPER.AllONSt lNOH lNlTELY
POS1PONEO -SJ 0Ul09
S 0342 GENERAL BILL/CS BY FINANCE, lAXAllON ANO CLAIHS, GORDON (COMPARE
H 0150, CS/H 02b3, H OlbO,
(CS/CSI OOCUME:UfARY EXC.ISE TAX; AUfllURllfS tOUNllES JO IMPOSE A
OlSCREflONARY DOCUHE:NlARY SURlAX ON CERJAIN DOCUHHHS r. PRESCRIBES USES
FOR REVENUE; AUTHORIZES COUiTlES JO IMPOSE OPTIONAL SURTAX ON CERTAIN
OOCUMENlS t PRESCRIBES USES r., OlSTR[8UllON FORMULA OF PROCEEUS, ere.
AHENOS CH. 201. EFFECTIVE OATES 07/01/82:.
12/18/81 SENA1E PREFI LEO
01/07/82 SENATE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COHHUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
FJNAUCE, TAXATION ANO ClAIHS
01/18/82 SENA TE JNfROOUCE0 1 REFERRED 10 ECONOMIC, C011HUNI TY ANO
CONSUHER AFFAIRS, FINANCE, lAXAflON AND CLAIHS
COtH lNUED ON NE.Xl PAGE

05/26/82

09:19

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS

01/18/82
01/29/82 SENATE
02/12/82 SENATt:
02/lb/82 SENAlE
02/1 7/82 SENA TE
02/19/82 SENA IE
02/24/82 SENAJE
03/0't/82 S.ENAlE
03/08/82 SENA lE
03/12/82 SENATE
03/12/82
03/2S/82:

HOUSE
HOUSE

PAGE 118

-SJ 0003�
EXlENSJON OF TIME GRANTED COHMlllEE E:CONOHlC, COHP-',UNlTY
ANO CONSUHER AFFAIRS
EXlENSJCN Of Tll"IE GRANTED COMHlllEE ECOtOP.UC, COHHUl'ilTY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
ON COMMIT lEE AG.ENDA- ECONOMIC, COMH/C.ONS. AFFAIRS
2/17/82 3 PM RM H
COHH. REPORl: C/S BY ECONOMIC I COMMUN l T '( ANO COtlSUHE.R
AFFAIRS -SJ 00200
NOW IN FINANCE, TAXAI ION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00200
EXJENSION OF lJHE GRANlfO COHHITH.[ flNANCE, TAXAJlU"i
ANO C.LAJl'I�
ON CDHMJlltE AGENDA- FINANCE, lAX. i;. CLAJHS 3/08/82
2 PK R� l
C.01'\K. REPORT: C/S FOR C/S PLACEU ON CALENDAR BY
FINANCE., lAXATION A�W C LAIMS -SJ 00400
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR: C/S REAO FlRS T 1 lME;
C/S PASSED AS AMENOEO; YEAS 28 NAYS
9 -SJ 00lo33i
IKHEDIATELY ClR11FHO -SJ 00.C.34
IN HESSAGES
011:0 IN MESSAGES

S 0343 GENERAL BILL 8Y DUNN
H\UUNlTY OF WITNESSES; PROVIDES FOR IHHUNITY FROM US£;. OF COMPELLED
TE:Slll'IONYi PROVIDES EXCEPl lONS; PROVIDES FOR AN ORDER JO TESTIFY;
PROVIDES PROCEDURES FOR GR�lJNG IMMUNITY BEFORE COURTS, G.RANll JURIES,
SlAJEWIOE GRANO JURIES C. STAH AlTORNEYS. AMENDS 914.04.
EfFEC.IJVE DATE: 1D/01/82.
12/18/81 SENATE PREfllEO
01/07/82 SEN.._lE RU ERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, RULES ANO CALENDAR
Ol/18/82 SENATE JrHROOUCEO, REFERRED JO JUDlCIARY-ClVIL, RUUS AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00035
02/01/82 SENA TE EXlENSICN Of TIME GRANTED COHMITTE.E JUOJCJAfi.V-CIVIL
02/12/82 SENA IE EXlENSION OF llHE GIUNTEO COHMllTEE JUOICURY-C.IVlL
02/18/82 SENA IE ON COM.HlT1EE. AGENDA- J UOICIARY-<.l'JIL 2/22/82 2 PM
02/22/82 SENAlE
02/24/82 SENA TE
03/08/82 SENA II::
03/2S/OZ SENA IE

RH 8

COMH. REPORT: f.._VORABlE WllH AMEN D. BY JUOlClARY-ClVlL
-SJ 00229
NOW IN RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00229
EXlENSION OF llHE G,RANlEO COHHI llf f RULES ANLJ CALENDAR
OIEO IN COHMlTHE ON RULES ANO C.ALtNOAR

S 03't4t GENERAL BILL/CS BY NAIURAL RESOURCES ANO CONSERVAl ION, VO&T
IIDEUTICAL CS/tt 02lol)
HOJOR VEPICLE NOISE PREVENTION; A.HENOS •FLORIDA MOTOR VEHICLE NOISE
PREYENlION t CONJROL ACT Of 1974" RE MAX JHUH NOi SE LEVELS ALLOWABLE i,jJ 1H
RESPECJ 10 CER1AIN MOlOR VEHJC.LES. AMi:NOS 403.41S. EfHC.llVE DATE:
01/01/82.
12/18/81 SENA TE PREFILEO
Ol/07/82 SENA IE REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES ANO COOSEPVAI ION
01/18/82 SENA lE INlROOUCEO, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES ANO
CONSER.VAi ION -SJ 00035
01/21/82 SENAlE ON COHMlllEE AGENDA-- NATURAL RESOURCES C. COUS.
1/25/82 2 PH RK H
01/25/82 SENAlE COMP1. REPORl: C/S PLACED ON (AlENOAR BY NATURAL
RESOURCES ANO CONSERVAi ION -SJ 00085
02/2'9/Bl. SENATE PLACED (N S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRSl IJME;
C/S PASSED; YEAS 3b NAYS
O -SJ D0239
02/25/82 SENAlE IHHEOIAIELY CERllflEO -SJ 00243
02/ZS/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES; Rl:CelVEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00323;
PLACED CN SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/04/82 HOUSE SUBSTllUIEO FOR C/S H8 241; READ SECOND lJME;
AHENOHENT S ADOPlEO -HJ 0039S
03/0S/82 HOUSE READ 1H1RO TIHEO PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 99 NAYS
0
-HJ 00403
03/05/82 SENATE IN KESS AGES
O;
03/09/82 SENA1E CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS A.HENOED; YEAS 37 NAYS
ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED -SJ 00332
03/12/82 SENA.IE S IGliEO ev OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED to GOVERNOR -SJ OO't53
C.ONlINUEO ON NEXT PAGE

05/26/82

09:19

0 l/1 ti/82
CJl/l 9/BZ
02/01/62
02/02/82

fL0Rl0A. U.GlSLA.lURE: - REGULAR SESSl0N - 1982
HISlORY OF HOUSE BILLS

H0U!tE
HOUSE
HOUSE

02/04/82 SENA lE
02/10/82 SENA TE

02/19/62 SENA H.
0l/\8/82 SENATE

03/25/82 Sf.NA lE

PAGE

55

-HJ 000bl
PLACEU (N SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
READ SECOND ll"Ei AHEN0HENT A00 .. 1EO -HJ 0U14�
0
REA.0 THlR0 lJHEt PASSED ,s AKt-.N0E0t YEA.S 106 NAYS
-HJ 00150
IN Mt: SSAGE:S
RECEIVED, REFERRl:D 10 ECONOHIC, CUHHUN[TY ANO CONSllMlK
AHAUS, FINANCE, lAX.Hl0N ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00136
EXTENU0N Of lIHE GRA.NTE0 C0HHlllEI: ECOt-OHIC, C0HHUNllY
ANO C0NSUHE:R A.ffAlRS
WlTtt0R.&."'1i F ROH EC0fWHIC., COt'\HUNltY ANO CUNSUHtR
AFFAIRS , FIUANCE, l.&.XATIUU .&.U0 CLAlHS; KEFERRE:0 TO
RULES Aft"J C.&.LEN0AK -SJ 00Sl0
0ll:0 IN C011HlTHE, 10EN./SIH./C.0HPARE BlLL P.&.SSE:.O,
REFH to SB �•a ICH. 82-19�1

0�/2b/62

09:19

F LUK10A LE:GlSLAlURC - REGULAR SO,Sl0N - 1962
HlSl0RY OF HOUSE BILLS

0L/18/62
02/05/82

HOUSE

02/lb/82

HUU�E

03/04/82
03/05/82

H0U�E
HOUSE

02/22/82

HOU �E

0J/05/82 SENA IE
Ui/l0/6.l SlN.&.H

PAGE

10 HEAL lH t REH.&.61L11AllVE:. SERVIC ES, APPK0PRIAll0tlS
-ttJ 00021; SlJ6Kltl·RRE0 TO SUBC.0f'V'lJtlt;E Ui SOC.UL ANO
REt-11'.0llllAll'll HkVlC.ES; ON CUHHI llLE A(.,lN0A-
SUBCIJt-,H.i 1:14 Ct AflER FUll U,Hl"I.; 01/19/82
ON COMHllH.£: AGlN0A-- H. R. S., 214lf 1:)0 Plit
02/09/82
COMM. REPURl: C/S 8Y IIEALIII (. "-lllAtHLllAllVE SE.RVJU.S
-ttJ 00252i NLIW IN Al-'PR0 PRl.&.llUNS
MllllOKAwN fKUH A�r'R0PRl.&.ll0NS -HJ 00308; PL.&.C.t:.0 ON
C.ALl:N0AR
PLAC.f:U UN SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
C/S RlA0 FIRS.I A.NU SECOND 11HlS; READ HURD l0'1E:.t C/S
PASSE:0; YEAS 100 NAYS
O -HJ 004 lb
IN t'\L!:i.SAliCS
RLU 11/l0, RHl:RkE:.D to tHALlll ,1.rrn REH.&.tHLIU.ll VE
SlkYlt..ES -SJ 003t,2
MllllURAMI.. f-KlJl"I. llEALTH Arm REIIABILlUllVE HRVIU.�;
KEHRklU 10 k.ULE:S ANO CALUWAR -SJ 00510
0lEl> JN C.0MMJIIH OH KULES Arm CALt:U0AR

5b

03/18/82 SENATE
H 0173 GENERAL BILL &Y REYNOLDS, HALL,
ANO 0lHERS tlDENllCAL S 01 5'5)
REllREtH:rH; INCLUDES CERTAIN 80MB DISPOSAL PERSONNEL IN f.R.�. SPECIAL
03/25/82 SENAlE
RISK. C.LASSi PR0Vl0E:.S THAl CERTAIN SPECIAL RISK HEM BERS WHO ASSUME
CE:R T .&.IN ADM IN. SUPP0R l POSIT IONS BE ALLOWED 10 COUIH SUCH SERVICE l0W.&.RO
SPECIAL RJs,;, hORKAL RillRt.P'\ENT UNDER CE:RtAIH C0NDl HONS, E-.TC. AMENDS
t!:dP'\llAk
H 0175 ENERAL BILL/CS BY flN.1.r,u t lAllAI ION, C0HMUNl TY AFFAIRS
G
ENG/S 03'-i0, COHPARI:. EtK,/ti 0107, lNG,/H Olll, S 005b, S 0170, S 0719)
12l.G5l5,.o71. EFFECTIVE 0AtE: 07/0l/92.
FlNANl.lAL MAT lERSt PR0Vl0l:S 0UTIES Of BOND FJIUNCE DIV. OF h.Lo.S. RE
ll/05/81 HOUSE lARGElE0 FOR STAIE FISCAL JHPACTi TARGE f£D FOR lDC.&.l
GENERAL 0ULlG,AllOI.. (. RtVlNUE HONUS OF UNITS Of LOCAL G0VERNHi:NJ L $TAIE.i
FISCAL IHPAC.li PREFILE0, REFERRED lU ,u:IIR[Mttn,
PR0Vl0ES FOR RULES; PKU'-IIOES 0Ulll::S OF A0VlSORY COUNCI L 10 DIVISION,'
PERSONNEL L C.0LLEC.TlVE BARGAINING, APPR0PRIAll0NS
11/13/81 HOUSE ON CUHHllTEE AGENDA-- RE11RE11EN1; .Hl Ci l:30 PH;
HC. AH[N0S CHS. 218, 215, 110 1 1�3. EFFEC11Vl OAH.: 0"I/0l/b2.
12/1/dl
ll/05/bl UUUSE 1.&.kGElE0 IUk S,IATE HSCAL IMPACI; IA.Hl.1:.TED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL lHPAC.1; IARGilE0 FOR PRIV"- lt SH.l0R IHPAC.li
12/0Ct/81 HOUSE C0KH. REP0Rl: f.&.V0RA8lE 8Y RETIRENE.Nl, Pl:RStt,NEL t
lOLLEtTIVE 8ARG.&.ININ&; NOW IN AP�R0.-RIAll0NS
PRE.f-lLE0, RE:.Fi:.RREO 10 FIii.i.NCC L TAXATION,
APPkO.-RlAtl0N�
01/18/82 HOUSE TARli,tlE0 FUk S.T.&.lE flSCAL IHP.U.l; UkvLIU.1 111k LDC.Al
12/14/81 HOUS.E SU0RE.FE:RRE.D TO �UUlUP1Ml1TE:.E ON FlN.&.rtCIAL ltiSl llUTlONS
Fl:".CAL HWA.Cl; INTR00UCt.D. HfE:.IOHO lU kEllklHlUl,
01/18/t:12 HOUSE l"-RGElE:ll F0k SlAlt 1-lSlAL lHP.&.CT; lARGElE0 f-OR LOC/.L
PERS0NNi:.L t C0LLECllVC. lJ,._-< .,JNll..v, .&.Pl'R0PRUTIONS
f-l�C"-L lHP.&.Cl; IARGt;HU FOR PRIVATE. SECl0R IHPAC.li
-•1J 00021; C0HM. REP0kl: tAVl)R.AtiLE: BY RE11RE.:.11ENT 1
lNIRUDUCE0, RE:HRRE:.0 IU flN.&.NC.E r. l.U.1.ll0N,
PlRS0NNEL L COLLECTIVE 8.&.RGAtNINC. -HJ 000bli NOW IN
APPR0PRlAllONS -HJ 00022i SUBREFE.RRE.:.0 10 SUBC.0MHl lltE
APPR0PRIAllONS
ON FlNAf�C. lAL INSlllUll0NS; ON C.0HHlllEE .&.Gt.NUA-01/21/82 HOUSE SU8REFERkE0 10 SU8C0P'\Hll1EE ON STATE E.HPL0Yl:E bENEflTS
02/01/&l HOUSE ON C0HHITUE AGENDA- SU8C0N1.i .?14 C.i 4: 15 PH;
su1.1C.0H11.: lb HOB; 3:15 PMi 0l/19/6.l
02/03/82
0l/22/82 HOUSE:. ON C0HH111C.E AGi.N0A-- SU8C0Ml1.; 415 H08i 2:30 PM:
02/05/82 H0USt ON C.0Hl'\lfTEE AGENDA-- APPR0PRJAllONSi 21 HOB; 8:30 .&.Hi
01/26/&2
02/09/8Z
02/05/8 2 HOU S.E ON C.0KM ITlEE AC.ENO.&.-- F. L l. i 21 HOB; l: 30 PH;
02/09/82 HOUSE C0KH. REPOA.TI F.&.VOk.&.&LEt PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
02/09/&2
APPR0PRUlJ0NS -HJ 00119
02/lb/82 tt0USE COHH. REP0Rl: C/S BY FINANCE t lAXAll0N -HJ 00252; NOW
IN Al'PR0PRIATl0NS
03/03/82 HOUSE PL.&.CE.:0 CN SPECIAL OR0[R CALENDAR
02/22/82 HOUSE >,tJlHDR.l\rli f-R0H APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00l0Bi PL.1.CE:0 OH
03/10/62 HOUSE READ SEtot,o llMEt R EAU THIRD llHE; PASSE0i YEAS 105
NAYS
O -tiJ 00483
tALEN0AR
03/10/62 SENA lE IN IHSSAC.ES
03/03/82 llllUSE PLACED m, SPE:. CIAL ORDER CALUWAR
03/11/62 SEN.&.1£ REC.E:IVE0, REFERRED 10 PERS0N'&E.L, REllREMENl ANO
03/08/82 UuUS.E C/S READ FlRST ANO SECOND llMESi AKEN0HC.NTS A00PTE:.D
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By C0111nittee on Conrnunity Affairs

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to financial matters: amend_inq
s. 218.37, Florida Statutes: providing

@®W\1

definitions: providing duties of the Division

3-

Services with respect to general obligation

...,C: .c.,
., ...,

b':/
repfocluced
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of Bond Finance of the Department of General

u
i...�
QJ..O
a.::,
a.

bonds and revenue bonds of units of local

""C
,.., C:

government and the state; providing for rules:

0::,

providing duties of the advisory council to the

. "'

..........,

\j_

..., °!;;J 10
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division: amending s. 218.38, Florida Statutes:

11

providing duties of units of local government

12

with respect to information furnished the

13

division regarding outstanding bonds and new

14

bond issues: revising provisions relating to

15

�6

information filed with the division after

16

E-�
a..µ

delivery of bonds sold at public sale by

11

comoetitive bid: exempting certain bonds from

E c:

::;
E 1a
3: 0
� .!: 19
E OJ

B0 Z

""C ....

20

u ,e I 21

� .,

such provisions: reauiring that certain
information be filed with the division after
delivery of certain bonds sold by negotiated
bond sales: reauiring the underwi:iter or

22
-g
a. �
a. I

financial consultant to file certain

��, 23

lnformation with the unit of local government:

.c O>
,_ C:

-�

24

reauiring that information regarding both types

25

of bond issues be maintained by the division

26

and the unit of local government as a public

27

record: providing for verification of

28

information on bonded obligations by units of

29.

local government upon reauest of the division:

30

oroviding procedures when the unit of local

31 I

government fails to verify or provide renuired
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l 71-l73F-10-l

171-

information: amending s. 218.385, Florida

Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (14)

Statutes; deleting certain specific

thereto,· to authorize changes in interest on,

reauirements with respect to a resolution
4

and duration of, installment payments on

authorizing a negotiated sale: requiring

assessments under certain circumstances:

information regarding any finder to be

providing for repeal and review of the advisory

furnished to the unit of local government by

council in accordance with the Sundown Act:

certain persons: specifying that failure to

providing an effective date.

comply with said section or s. 218.38, Florida
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Statutes, shall not affect the validity of a
bond issue: providing for application of
certain sanctions: amending s. 218.386, Florida
Statutes: redefining "finder": prohibiting
payment of finders' fees by financial advisers
unless disclosure is made: specifying that
violation of the section shall not affect the
validity of a bond issue: amending s.

17

215.68(5) (cl, Florida Statutes: allowing bonds

18
19
20

91

10
11
13

141

18

awarded on the basis of either the lowest net

19

interest cost or the lowest true interest cost,

20
22

23

interest rate and number of yearly installments

2J

24

for payment of special assessments for

24

25 !

municipal improvements; amending s. 170.17,

25;

'

29

JO I
I
Jl I

denomination and interest rate for improvement
bonds: amending s. 153.05(9), Florida Statutes:

Powers and duties of Division of Bond Finance:

advisory council.-218.385, and 218.386, "unit of local government,• except where

amending s. 170.09, Florida Statutes: revising

2e i

218.37

161

171

issued pursuant to the State Bond Act to be

Florida Statutes; revising specified

Section 218.37, Florida Statutes, is

l_lj_ _ _A_s__used i
_ n th_is ,i_ection and _j_n _s_s. _l_l8._38
_ ,

22

26,

Section 1.

15

21 i

27

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

121 amended to read:

as determined by resolution of the division:

21

-10-1

,6
27

28 !

excet:>tion is made, means a county, municipali.ty, speci_�l
district, local aqencv, authority, consolidated city-county
qovernment, or any other local governmental body or oublic
bodv coroorate and ool.itic authorized or created bv general or
soecial law and qranted the pewer to issue general obligation
or revenue bonds, where the words "general obligation or
revenue honds" for said sections shall b� interpreted to
include within their scooe general obligation bonds, revenue
bonds, special assessment bonds, limited revenue bonds,
soecial. obli.gation bonds, debentures, and other similar
instruments, __1:mt not bond anticipation notes.
.G.l:H+

The Division of Bond Finance of the Department

Providing a cap on interest rates charged on

2?'

of General Services, wi. th resoect to both general obligation

special assessments for water and sewer

ml

bonds and revenue bonds, shall:

imorovements; amending s. 153.73(11)(a),

Jl I

2

3
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171-173F-10-l
(a)

21

3

4

61

sl
10

171

Provide information, uoon reauest of a unit of

local government, on the preliminary planning of a new bond
issue.

(b)

Collect, maintain, and make available information

fil43r

31

(c)

(d)

Undertake or commission studies on methods to

(e)

Recommend changes in law and in local practices to

(fl

Issue a regular newsletter to issuers,

assist the division in wieh the implementation of this section

ann s�. 218.38 and 218.385.

The council shall consist of the,

(a)

Two representatives of the municioal investment

(b)

Two representatives of ¼eea¼ units of local

(c)

'T.'wo representatives from the general public.

banking industry.

Serve as a clearinghouse for information on a¼¼

¼eea¼ bond issues of units of local �overnment and of the
state.

The governing board of the Division of Bond

Finance shall aapoint an advisory council to consult with and

following:

on outstanding bonds of ¼eea¼ units of local government�
the state.

F-10-1

government.

10

reduce the costs of local eeaee and state ¼eea¼ bond issues.

11

13

improve the sale and servicing of local bonds.

13

that the members, other than public officers, shall receive

15

underwriters, attorneys, investors, and other parties within

151

entitled to reimbursement for travel and other necessary

11
12

14

16

the hond community and the general public containing

17

information of interest ehe-ette¼�e7-eeserieiftg-prepese�-ftew

121

14

161

17

eeRA-issttes7-ftew-eeftd-sa¼es7-rerttftdtftgs7-afte-eeher-�er�+.ftefte

18

201

mav charge fees for subscriptions to the newsletter.

20

22,

describing the operations of the division relating to this

22

18

19

21 I
23

i

24 i

iREerMa��eR relating to local and state bonds.
(g)

The division

Issue an annual report to the Legislature

section and s. 218.38.
(h)

Provide the Department of Banking and Finance with

25

curr�nt available information on all outstanding bond issues

27

of the state.

26

28

29
30,

311

and orooosed new bond issues of units of local government and

ill4�r

The Division of Bond Finance of the Department

of r,eneral Services may adopt rules to implement the

provisions of this section and ss. BT 218.38 �nd 218.385.
4
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A member of the council is not entitled to a

salarv for duties performed as a member of the council, except
the per diem authorized for legislators, and each member is,,

expenses incurred in the performance of official duties.
Section 2.

amended to read:

19

218.38
(1) (a)

21

23

ill44t

Section 218.38, Florida Statutes, is

Notice of bond issues required; verification.-
Each unit of local government atteherieee-ey

�eReral-er-sseeial-¼aw-ee-isstte-geReral-ee¼igaeieR-BeRes-er
revefttte-eeRds7-iReltte¼Rg-speeia¼-assessMeRe-eeftds7 shall

!

f.urnish the Division of Bond Finance of die Department of

24 I

General Services a complete description of all of. its

26

also provide the division with advance afty notice of the

25

outstanding general obligation and revenue bonds and shall

27

imoending sale of anv new issue of bonds, and also with a copy

29'

reouired by rules of the division. sale-er-errieial-seaeeMefte

28

30

31

of the final official statement, if any is published, all as
rer-ehe-�ttrpese-er-e££eriRg-eeftdS7-�rier-ee-sale7-rer

tftelttsieR-iR-ehe-eeRe-RewsleeeerT--Failttre-ee-stteMie-sr+.er
5
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171

171-173F-10-l

eeRett½eai,e-�e-afty-�ePseft-ftee-pegtt¼ar¼y-elll�¼eyed-ey-ehe

fte�+ee-ef-a-pPe�eee-ftew-eefte-ieette-eha¼¼-ftee-af£eee-ehe

YRaePwP±�eP-eP-�e"ett¼eaft��-a"d

21 Ya¼±d±ey-ef-ehe-ee"d-ieetteT
(b)l.

€T--Afty-eeher-£ee-�aid-ey-ehe-tti,±e-e£-¼eea¼�e•er11111en�

�he-�evePftiftg-eeaPe-e£ Each unit of local

wieh-Peepeee-ee-�he-eend-±estte 7-±fte¼ttd±ng-any-£ee-paid-�e

government, but excluding for the purpases of this paragraph

a�eeri,evs-er-£iftafteia¼-eei,ett¼eai,�sT

those att�heP±Bee-ev-,eftePa¼-ep-Apeeia¼-¼aw-ee-i�ette general

2.

obligation and revenue bonds issued pursuant to the provisions

9

s�eeia¼-aeseeel!lefte-eeftde7 shall, within 120 days after the

10

deliverv ieettaftee of any such bonds which were sold at public

12

Fiftai,ee7 on forms Prescribed by the division ai,d-eigfted-ey-a¼¼

11

sal.e bv competitive bids, file with the division e£-Bei,d

13

14 j

15

16
17

j
I
18 I
91

lllel!leePs-e£-ehe-heaPd7 the following information ee-ehe-eeee
kRew¼eege-ef-eaeh-eeaPe-JllellleeP:
a.

The name and address of the managinq eaeh

b.

�he name and address of any attorney or financial

underwriter, if any, connected with the bond issue;

consultant who advised the unit of local government with
respect to the bond issue;
c.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid, in connection

;
11!

with the bond issue, by any underwriter or financial

'3

such underwriter or consultant; and Jllai,agelllefte-£ee-eAaPgee-ey

'()!

'2

4[

5

:

consultant to any Person not regularly employed or engaged by

ehe-ttftdePwP±eeP�
d.

Anv other fee �aid bv the unit of local government

with resoect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to
attornevs or financial consultants.

�he-ttfteePwP¼eift,-epPead

wRieh-�Ae-tti,dePwPieeP-eMpeees-ee-Pea¼iBe�

eT--Ai,v-€ee7-eefttts7-eP-�Paettiey-�aid7 -tft-eei,fteeeiei,

1i

wi�A-�Ae-AeRe-isstte7-ey-ehe-ttftdePwPieep-ep-£iftai,eia¼
6
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Within 90 days after the delivery of such �¼me-94!

sa¼e-e£-a"y bonds, the managing underwriter or financial

of oart III of chapter 154, parts II, III, and V of chaPter

159, and part II of chapter 243, ep-pevefttte-eeftde 7-tfte¼ttdiftg

F-10-1

consultant shall file with the ey-a-ttft±e-e£-¼eea¼�e•er11111eft�

ee-aft-ttfteePwrieeP7-�he-tti,dePwr±eeP-sha¼¼-£±¼e-w±eh-ehe

10

Bivis±ei,-e£-Bei,d-P±ftaRee-ai,d-ehe unit of local government a

11

ewePR statement containing the information required by

12

suhParaqraoh sttb-sttbparagPaphe c. 7-eT7-afte-eT of sub�aragraph

13

1.

1

paraqraPh shall be maintained by the division and by the unit

u

5

16,I

171

18

19

�

The information disclosed pursuant to this

of local government as a public record aftd-sha¼¼-a¼ee-ee-fi¼ed
wi�h-ehe-e¼erk-e£-�he-eiPettie-eettPe-e£-eaeh-eetti,ey-¼i,-wh¼eh
ehe-tti,±e-e£-¼eea¼-gevePRmei,e-has-attehepiey.
(c)l.

Each unit of local government, but excluding for

20

the Purooses of this Paragraph those qeneral obligation and

22 t

chapter 154, oarts II, III, and V of chapter 159, and part II

21

23
2�

revenue bonds issued oursuant to the Provisions of part III of
of chanter 243, shall, within 120 davs alfter the rlellverv of

! anv such bonrls which were sold by negotiated bond sale

25

26
27

authorizerl bv s. 218.385, file with the division on forms

Prescriherl hv the rlivislon the followinq information:
a.

The name and address of the managinq underwriter,

b.

The name and arldress of anv attorney or financial

28

if anv '� �connected with the bond issue;

30

consultant who arlvised the unit of local government with

29

31 ,

resPect to the bond issue,

1-lw� type- are deletion,

7
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c.

Anv management fee charged by the managing

d.

The underwriting soread which the managing

e.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid in connection with

underwriter, tf anv;

:I

division shall notify the Legislative Auditing Committee of

21 such the failur.e to comply.

Legislative Auditing Committee may:
{a)

In the case of a city or county, notify the

Department of Revenue and the Department of Banking and

the bond issue� any underwriter or financial consultant to
underwriter or consultant; and

Following receipt of such

notification of failure to comply with these provisions, the

underwriter, if any, exoects to realize;

anv oerson not regularly employed or engaged by such

'-10-1

Finance that the teeal unit of local government has failed to

Bl comply.

Upon notification, the Department of Banking and

101 with respect to the bonrl issue, including any fee paid to

9 Finance� shall withhold any funds payable to such the
1
10 governmental entity until the reouired information is received

11

111

by the division.

13

Department of Veteran and Community Affairs that the special

f.

I

12'
13

Any other fee oaid by the unit of local qovernment

attornevs or financial consultants.
2.

�ithin 90 davs after the deliverv of such bonds,

the managing underwriter or financial consultant shall file
!
14 I with the unit of local government a statement containing the
151

16

information reouired by subparagraphs c., d., and e. of

i . subPara.9.raoh 1.

17,

3_.__Th_�_i�formation disclosed pursuant to this

18 j paragraph shall be maintained by the division and by the unit

12

14

pursuant to ss. 189.008 and 189.009.

18 I

Statutes, are amended to read:

17

19

21

of the division attthePi2ee-ey-'l:aw-te-isstte-geRePal-eeligatieR

211

22

23

Each unit of local government shall, upon request

eeRes-eP-PeveRtte-eenes7-ineltteing-s�eeial-assessment-eenes7

shally-eR-�ates-estaelishee-hy-the-BivisieR-e£-BeRe-Finanee-e£

Upon notification, the

district has failed to comply.

�I

of local government as a public record.
(2)

In the case of a special district, notify the

15I Department of Veteran and Community Affairs � shall proceed

1? i

20

(b)

Section 3.
218.385

Sections 218.385 and 218.386, F�orida

Local government €ettntyy-ffltt"ieipaly-s�eeial

20 I

eistpiet bonds; sale.--

nl

inelttee-the-£ellewina-meanings-as-ee£inee�

24 I

e£-a-ttflit-seettPed-ky-the-£ttl'l:-£aith-ane-ePeeity-eP-l!layaele

26 I

YRttT

231

f'l:t--mhe-wePe-neends ll-as-ttsee-in-this-seetien-shall
fat--nRenePal-eeligatien-eenes7 n!whieh-aPe-eeligat¼ene

l�

the-Bel!la�tment-e£-GenePal-6ePviees, verify the information

i!.

unit of local government.

n

pursuant to subsection (2) 7 the information held by the

28 1,

te-eay-the-eest-e£-a-sel£-'l:iettieatina-ePe;eety-ifflpPevements

etttstaR�iR�-l,eRes-l!lttPsttant-te-l!la�aaPaeh-fltfat-eP the

30

¼fflBPevement�-thePee£y -aayaele-£Pem-the-eeP"i"�s-e£-stteh

25
27

n

}0.
)1,

held by the division relating to the bonded obliqations of the
(3)

If a unit of local government fails to verify7

division, or fails to Provide a-eeml!llete-eesePiptien-e£-all
information reouired bv subsection l!laPagPaeh (l)fet, the
8
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251
27

29

31

£Eem-the-ePeeeeds-e£-ae-vaiePem-taxesy-e£-the-aevernmental
fet--n�eventte-hen"s7�-whieh-aPe-eeligat¼ens-e£-a-�n¼t

�hePee£ 7-ep-a-eemeinat�en-e£-ene-er-mere-ppe;eet�-er

9
Ori' additions.
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pre1�t-ane-any-ether-speeial-£ttnes-atttheri2erl-te-be-eled�ee

21 ae-afteitienal-seettrity-there£erT

4et--abimitee-reventte-�nes7I-whieh-are-ebligatiens

isstted-by-a-ttnit-te-�ay-the-eest-e£-a-�re;eet7-imprevement

51 theree£7-er-a-eembinatien-e£-ene-er-mere-pre;eets-er
61

Bl �re1eets-er-im�revementsT

4et--aspeeial-assessment-eenes7I-whieh-are-benes-that

10

prev�ee-€er-eaeital-im�revements-anft-are-eaid-in-whele-er-in

11

pare-ey-½evying-ane-eel½eetin�-speeia½-aseessments-en-the

12; abttttin�7-ae1eining7-eentigttetts 7-er-ether-speeially-bene£ited

131 J!)Pe!9erleyT
4
1 !

15

1

16,

17,

18

I

191
10'
II

12

�
'4

ill4�t

All general obligation and revenue bonds sold

by a unit of local government, as defined in s. 218.37

Re'!jeleialeee-sa±eT

21

(b)

41

such the bonds.
ill43t

awarded by resolution to the lowest bid consistent with the

10

not ice of sale.

11

fil44t

12

No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be

rejected unless all birls are rejected.

If all bids are

rejected, such lehe bonds may be sold thereafter at public sale

13

by comoetitive birls or by negotiated sale pursuant to this

14

151 section.

receive proposals for the purchase of such the bonds.

of such lehe sale shall be published one or more times at least

Such bonds when competitively bid 7-lehe-eenee shall be

public.

9

18

Notice

All Proposals for the purchase of any bonds

offered by a unit of local government shall be opened in

8

161

such olace or Places as the governing body shall determine to

A resolution authorizing a negotiated bond sale

may be the same resolution as that authorizing the issuance of

�±8T3l(l), shall be sold at public sale by competitive bids at

17

4St--Ne-bene-e£-a-ttnile-e£-leeal-'!jevernmenle-shall-be

isstted-ttnless-lehe-£aee-er-reverse-theree£-eenleains-a

elealeemenle7-exeettleee-eileher-manttally-er-ey-£aesimile-si'!jnalettre7
e£-the-ae�re�rialee-e££ieer-e£-the-ttnit-e£-leeal-'!jevernment

19

10 davs prior to the date of sale in one or ,ore newspapers or

20

ree�ensiele-fer-issttin�-the-eends-te-lehe-e££eele-lehale-issttanee

shall contain such terms as the governing body shall deem

22

ae�T--�he-sleatemenle-shall-be-eenelttsive-evidenee-as-lee

financial journals published within or without the state and

advisable and proper under the circumstances.

However, if the

governing bodv shall by resolution adopted at a public meeting
determine that a negotiated sale of such lehe bonds is in the

best interest of the issuer, the governing body may negotiate
for sale of such lehe bonds.
(a)

In the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale,

the local governing body shall provide specific findings as to
1:

iestte-ane-erevai±ing-mar�et-eeneitiens-that-neeessileate-a

imprevements-theree£7-eayable-�rem-£ttnrle-exelttsive-e£-ae

va½erem-taxes7-s)!)eeial-assessments7-er-earnings-£reffl-Stteh

1F-10-l

the reasons reouiring the negotiated sale.

�he-reasens-shall

inelttee7-ettle-nele-be-limile�e-lee7 -eharaeleerisleies-e£-lehe-hene
10
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21

e�-ehe-eenes-has-heen-a�preved-ttneer-lehe-previsiens-e£-this

agereval-e€-th�-issttanee-e£-lehe-benes-an"�thale-the

23

24

re�ttiremenles-e£-lehis-aele-have-eeen-£ttlly-eempliee-withT
filf6t

25

281
I
29

31
30

In the event the local governing body decides

to negotiate for a sale of bonds, the senier managing

26

I

I
I

underwriter, or financial consultant or adviser if applicable,
shall orovide to the unit of local government, prior to the
award of bonds to the senier managing underwriter, a

disclosure statement containing the followinq information:
11
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(a)

body mav reauire.

An itemized list settinq forth the nature and

estimated amounts of expenses to be incurred by the managing

This subsection is not intended to restrict or prohibit the

underwriters in connection with the issuance of such the
bonds.

emPloyment of professional services relating to local

Notwithstanding the foregoinq, any such list may

government bond issues.

include an item for miscellaneous expenses, Provided it

includes only minor items of expense which cannot be easily

cateqorized elsewhere in the statement.
(b)

The names, addresses, and estimated amounts of

comPensation of any finders, as defined in s. 218.386L

61
71

�eE�on-who-enteEa

10

HAaeEWf½teEs7-eE-eeth7-£eE-aAy-aaid-eE-�fefflised-eem�ensatien

12

connected with the issuance of the bonds.

½Rte-aA-HAaeEstaAaiR�-with-eitheE-the-ieeHeE-eE-fflaAa�in�

BE-Ya±Haele-eonsideEation7-diEeetly-oE-indiEeetly7-eM�Eess±y

11

13

Bf-tfflB±iea7-te-aet-�e±ely-as-an-iAteEfflediaEy-eetween-the

14

to-exeEetse-any-in£±Henee-to-e££eet-any-tEansaetion-in-the

16

issHeE-ana-maAaging-HndeEwEiteEs-eE-who-eMeEeises-oE-attem�ta

BtlEehase-e£-the-eeAdST
(c)

The amount of underwriting spread expected to be

(d)

Any management fee charged by the managing

(e)

Any other fee, bonus, and other comPensation

realized.

underwriters.

estimated to be paid by the manaqing underwriters in

connection with the bond issue to any person not regularly
emPloyed or retained by it the-maAa�in�-tlndeEWEiteEs.
( f)

�he name and address of the mana.9..i!2.9. eaeh

underwri.ter or und_E!_rwrit_e_rs, if any,_ connected with the bond

issue.

(g)

Any other disclosure which the local qoverninq

12
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15

(5)

Failure o� a unit of local government to comply

with one or more provisions of this section or s. 218�38 shall
not affect the validity of the bond issue; however, upon such
failure to comPly the unit of local government shall be

subject to the sanctions Provided in s. 218.38(3).
218.386
(1) (a)

Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.--

As used in this section, "finder" means a

personL not regularly employed by7 or not a partner or officer

of 7 an underwriter, bank, banker, Of financial consultant or

adviser, who enters into an understanding with either the

issuer or the managing underwriter, or both, for any paid or

17 1 Promised comPensation or valuable consideration directly or

18

indirectly, expressly or i_mplied, to act solely as an

20

the ouroose of influencing any transaction in the purchase ·of°

22:

eend-isstle-is-te-inr±Henee-the-ae8'tlisitien-e£-a-eontEaet-£Eoffl

19

21'
n:

2�:

intermediary between said issuer and managing underwriter for
said bonds whose-BftmaEy-rtlnetion-in-the-eonstEtlet-icen-e£-a
the-��sHin�-eedy.
(b)

No underwriter, commercial bank, investment

25

banker, or financial consultant or adviser shall pay any

27

of general obligation bonds or revenue bonds7-ine±tldin�

29

government, unless full disclosure is made to the unit of

26

23

30 i

31 !

finder any bonus, fee, or gratuity in connection with the sale

saeeial-a�sessment-eeAd�r issued by any unit of local

local government prior to or concurrent with the submission of

a purchase proposal for bonds by the underwriter, commercial
13
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bank, investment banker, or financial consultant or adviser

and in the manner stipulated in the resolution providing for

and subseouently in the official statement or offering

the improvement; shall remain liens, coeoual with the lien of
all state, county, district, and municipal taxes, superior in

circular, if anv, detailing the name and address of any finder

:I
61

11
8
I

1: I

and the amount of bonus, fee, or gratuity oaid to such finder.
(2)

No violation of this section shall affect the

validity of the bond issue.
Section 4.

Paragraoh (c) of subsection (5) of section

215.68, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

1
31

execution, sale, etc.--

lJ I
15 j
161
1/

i

18 /

19/

20 1

,1

2
,!
23

21 j
25

26

27

28

29:

30,

3li

annum, or, if bonds are issued pursuant to this chapter, at a
rate not to exceed l percent above the rate of interest at

775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

1 1
1

12'

dignity to all other liens, titles, and claims, until paid;
shall bear interest, at a rate not to exceed 8 percent Per

Willful violation of this section shall be a

felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.

lll

?.15.68
(5)

(c)

Issuance of bonds; form; maturity date,

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds

offered for sale by the division shall be opened in J;>Ublic.

Bv resolution of the division, such bonds shall be awarded to

the lowest bidder.

The basis of award may be either the

lowest net interest cost or the lowest true i.nterest cost, as

set forth in the resolution authorizing_ the issuance or sale

of the honds.

by-feseltttien-e£-the-beaf�-te-the-bie�ef

9

10
11

12 !
13

16

17

18

Section 5.

Section 170.09, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
l70.oq

Priority of lien; i.nterest; and method of

pavment.--The special assessments shall be payable at the time
14
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eoual yearly installments, to which, if not paid when due,

improvement is completed and a resolution accepting the same
has been adoPted by the governing authority.
Section 6.

Section 170.17, Florida Statutes, is

21

payment, form, signatures, couPons and delivery.--All bonds
issued under this chapter shall be the denomination of $500

20

24

a"y-efevisiens-fef-�fief-feeem�tie"-e£-stteh-be"eST

resolution aforesaid, be made payable in not more than 15 19

amended to read:

ef-eEem+ttffl-B+e-ffeffl-ef-aeein�-the-tetal-afflett"t-e£-diseett"t-bid
benes-ttnti�-the+f-fes�eetive-matttfitiesT-withettt-fefefe"ee-te

chapter and used for the improvement are sold, from the date
of the acceptance of the improvement; and may, by the

19 I

22

ee-�be-a��fe�ate-afflett"t-ef-intefest-whieb-will-aeeftte-e"-stteh

which the improvement bonds authorized pursuant to this

there shall be added a penalty at the rate of 1 percent per
UI month, until paid. However, the assessments may be paid
151 without interest at any time within 30 days after the

ef€efing-te-ettfehase-stteh-benRs-at-the-lewest-"et-i"tefest

eese T -9tteb-eest-te-be-detefffltned-ey-eeettet+"g-the-tetal-afflett"t

F-10-1

23
25
26
27

28

29

JO

31

170.17

Denomination of bonds, interest, place of

$l99, or some multi1,>le thereof, and shall bear interest�
provided ins. 215.84 at-a-tt"i£efffl-fate-"et-eMeeedi"g-�T5

�efee"t-ee�-a""ttffl, payable annually or semiannually thereafter
until maturity, and 10 percent per annum after maturity, and
hoth orincipal and interest shall be payable at such 1,>lace or
places as the governing authority may determine. The form of
such bonds shall be fixed by resolution of the governing
authority of the municipality and said bonds shall be signed
ality
by the mayor or chief executive officer of the municip
15

.
from txisting law; words _underlined are additions
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11

and the clerk or other like officers thereof, under the seal

31

the facsimile signatures of said officers.- The delivery of

2i

41

51

6i

7

1

i

8
91

10 i
111

12

13 j
lJ;

15 !

21

thereof, without interest.

Water system imProvements and sanitary sewers;

exceeding 8 percent Per annum� if bonds are issued

sPecial assessments.--

10

countv tax collector within 30 days after the confirmation

12

be payable in eaual annual installments, with interest at 8

14

(9)

Any assessments may be paid at the office of the

Thereafter all assessments shall

be payable in eaual installments, with interest at not

Statutes, is amended to read:
153.05

Any assessment may be paid at the office of

the district clerk within 60 days after the confirmation

Subsection (9) of s. 153.05, Florida

11

pursuant to this chapter, at a rate not to exceed 1 percent
above thE!_ratE!_Of lnter�st at which the imProvement bonds

authorized oursuant to this chapter and used for improv_ements
are sold, from the expiration of said 60 days in each of the

13

succeeding number of years which the district board shall

Percent per annum__,_ 0£, if bonds are issued pursuant to this

15

that the district board may provide that any assessment may be

interest at which the improvement bonds authorized pursuant to

17

thereon to the date of payment, if such prior payment shall be

thereof, without interest.

Thereafter all assessments shall

this chaPter and u_!,_e_Q_ for imProvements are sold, from the

I,

(11) (a)

signing such bond or coupons shall cease to hold office.

18

20

under the Provisions of this section.

be valid although before the date of delivery the Person

chaPter, at a rate not to exceed 1 percent above the rate of

19 I

assessments upon benefited proPerty for the payment thereof,

any bond and coupon so executed at any time thereafter shall

16

17

defined in s. 153.52, and for the levying of special

of the municipality; the coupons, if any, shall be executed by

Section 7.

IF-10-1

expiration of said 30 days in each of the succeeding 20

calendar years at the time or times in each year at which the

16

18

19

20

determine by resolution, not exceeding 20; provided however,

Paid at any time before due, together with interest accrued

permitted by the proceedings authorizing any assessment bonds

or other obligations for the payment of which such special

assessments have been pledged.

thereon to the date of payment.

21 I
i
221
I
23 I
I
24 I
I
25

7
28

section 153.73, Florida Statutes, is amended, and subsection

Vi

so that navments of special assessments shall be sufficient to

30

special assessments.--Any district may provide for the

29

bondholders.

oeneral county taxes are payable; orovided, however, that the

22'

commission mav by resolution fix a shorter period of payment

24

be paid at any time before due, together with interest accrued

23'

25

26

2

29

31 i

for anv assessment; provided, further, that any assessment may

Section 8.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (11), of

(14) is added to said section, to read:
153.73

Assessable improvements; levy and Payment of

construction or reconstruction of assessable improvements as
16
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26

28 I
30

31

(141

If any soecial assessment made under the

orovisions of this chapter to defray the whole or any oart of
l
the exnense of any such imorovement shall be deemed bv the

district board to be inadeauate to meet the obl:i.qation owed to

bondholders, the district hoard may adiust the duration of and

the interest oenaltY on installment payments of the assessment
satisfy the contractual obliqation owed by the district to
However, such adjustment shall not have the

effect of increasing the special assessment of any Property,
nor shall such adjustment increase the interest rate or the
17
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l71-1 ?3f-1_0-l
11

2i
31

:1
7
8
9
10
11
11'
13
lJ

installment Pavment Period bevond the interest rate and

Pavment neriod set forth in subsection (11) (a).

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

Further, the

Provides duties of the Division of Bond Finance of the
Department of General Services with respect to general
obligation bonds and revenue bonds of units of local
government and the state. Provines for rules. Provides
duties of the advisory council to the division.

district board, in adjustinq the interest rates and the Period

of pavment of assessments, shall follow the provisions of this
section oroviding for notice and hearing to interested Persons

�nd �orovidinq for Passage of resolutions establishing special

assessments.

Section 9.

section 218.37, Florida Statutes, as amenned by this act,

shall be repealed on October 1, 1988, and the advisory council
shall be subject to leqislative review as reauired bys.

11.611(4), (5) and (6), Florida Statutes.
Section 10.

6
7

In accordance with the intent expressed in

s. ll.611, Florida Statutes, subsections (4) and (5) of

�his act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

10
11
11
13
14

15

15

I
17 !1

16

16

1

71
sI
1

18 i
19

191

20

20 I

21

21

22i

22

2'

23'

24:

2J

25'

25

26

26

27

27

28

28,

29

29

!O

30,

lll

31 I

18
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Provides duties of units of local government with respect
to information furnished the division regarding
outstanding bonds and new bond issues. Revises
provisions relating to information filed with the
division after delivery of bonds sold at public sale by
competitive bid and exempts certain bonds from such
prov1s1ons. Reauires that certain information be filed
with the division after delivery of certain bonds sold hy
negotiated bond sale. Reauires the underwriter or
financial consultant to file certain information with the
unit of local government. Reauires that information
reqardinq both tvpes of bond issues be maintained by the
division and the unit of local government as a public
record. Provides for verification of infor�ation on
bonded obliqations by units of local government upon
reauest of the division. Provides procedures when the
unit of local government fails to verify or provide
required information.
Deletes certain specific reauirements with respect to a
resolution authorizing a negotiated sale. Requires
information regarding any finder to be furnished to the
unit of local government by certain Persons. Specifies
that failure to comply shall not affect the validity of a
bond issue. Provides for application of certain
sanctions.

Redefines "finder" and prohibits i:,ayment of finders' -fees
by financial advisers unless disclosure is made.
Soecifies that violation shall not affect the validity of
a bond issue.

Increases from 10 to 15 the number of yearlv installments
for oayment of special assessments for municipal
improvements, and revises interest rates with respect
thereto. Provides that imorovement bonds be issued in
the denomination of $500, or multiples thereof, rather
than $100, and provides for intereit thereon.

Provides that certain water and sewer system bonds which
are issued pursuant to special assessment provisions may
carry an interest rate of up to 1 percent above that
otherwise authorized by law.

19
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A bill to be entitled

:7

2

An act relating to financial matters; amending

3

s. 218.37, Florida Statutes; providing

4

definitions; providing duties of the Division

5

of Bond Finance of the Department of General

u

Services with respect to general obligation

'-�

(lJ .£l
C.::,
.., (lJ

� :51

u

bonds and revenue bonds of units of local
8

. "'

providing duties of the advisory council to the

M C:

't ;I

government and the state; providing for rules;

10

..,"'�"'
0"' 11
u•�

division; amending s. 218.38, Florida Statutes;
providing duties of units of local government

(lJ (lJ
O'>...J

12

._ (lJ
(lJ .c

with respect to information furnished the

13

division regarding outstanding bonds and n�w

:;; 01 14

bond issues; revising provisions relating to

"'�1

15

information filed with the division after

"'

16

delivery of bonds sold at public sale by

17

competitive bid; exempting certain bonds from

18

such provisions; requiring that certain

"'

>..,

.., ._

"t:JE
(lJ (lJ
._, E
O'>'+-

�o

E c:

00
L •�

"'
"'._
��

c...,
"'E

19

information be filed with the division after

20

delivery of certain bonds sold by negotiated

.., C:

c:•�
(lJ
E a,

::, .c

u..,

0
"t:J ._ 21
0
U'+-

� (lJ
.£l O'>

22

financial consultant to file certain

23

information with the unit of local government;

24

requiring that information regarding both types

25

of bond issues be maintained by the division

"'(lJ

:g_l
i5.g'
�

"'.

bond sales; requiring the underwriter or

26

and the unit of local government as a public

27

record; providing for verification of

28

information on bonded obligations by units of

'19

local government upon request of the division;

30

providing procedures when the unit of local

31

government fails to verify or provide required

CODIHC: Wo,ds In .-.i. ..._,.. type ore deletions fro.... 1.,1., low; _,.._
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information; amending s. 218.385, Florida
Statutes; deleting certain specific

Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (14)

1.18

thereto, to authorize changes in interest on,

requirements with respect to a resolution

and duration of, installment payments on

authorizing a negotiated sale; requiring
information regarding any finder to be

1.20

furnished to the unit of local government by

1.21

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

comply with said section or s. 218.38, Florida

1.22

Statutes,�shall not affect the validity of a

1.23

bond issue; providing for application of
certain sanctions; amending s. 218.386, Florida

1.25

unless disclosure is made; specifying that
violation of the section shall not affect the

1.26

validity of'a bond issue; amending s.
215.68(5) (c), Florida Statutes; allowing bonds

1.27

issued pursuant to the State Bond Act to be
awarded on the basis of either the lowest net

1. 28

interest cost or the lowest true interest cost,
as determined by resolution of the division;

1. 29

amending s. 170.09, Florida Statutes; revising
interest rate and number of yearly installments

1.30

for payment of special assessments for

1.32

municipal improvements; amending s. 170.17,
Florida Statutes; revising specified

27

denomination and interest rate for improvement

1.33

28

bonds; amending s. 153.05(9), Florida Statutes;

1.34_

29
30
31

providing a cap on interest rates charged on
special assessments for water and sewer

1.35

improvements; amending s. 153.73(11) (a),

1.36

2
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1.38

providing for repeal and review of the advisory

1.40

providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

1.421

l:enc

10

1.24

Statutes; redefining "finder"; prohibiting
payment of finders' fees by financial advisers

assessments under certain circumstances;
council in accordance with the Sundown Act;

certain persons; specifying that failure to

10

1.37

11
12
13

Section 1.

Section 218.37, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
218.37

1.43
1.44

Powers and duties of Division of Bond Finance;

1.46

141 advisory council.-15

16

(1)

As used i� t��se�tioIL.and in ss. 218.38,

218.385, and 218.386, "unit of local government," except where

17 I exception is made, means a county, municipality, special

1.47:
·i
L48

18 I district, local agency, authority, consolidated city-county
19

government, or any other local governmental body or public

1.49

20

body corporate and politic authorized or created by general or

1.50

21

special law and granted the power to issue general obligation

22

or revenue bonds, where the words "qeneral obligation or

1.51

23

revenue bonds" for said sections shall be Jnterpreted to

1.52,

24

include within their scooe general obligation bonds, revenue

25

bonds, special assessment bonds, limited revenue bonds,

26

special obligation bonds, debentures, and other similar

27

instruments, but not bond anticipation notes.

The Division of Bond Finance of the Depar.tment
291 of General Services, with respect to both general obligation
28

30

l3.l.f±t

bonds and revenue bonds, shall:

31
3
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1.54
1.55.
1.56
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(a)

Provide information, upon request of a unit of

(b)

Collect, maintain, and make available information

21 local government, on the preliminary planning of a new bond
41

issue.

on outstanding bonds of leeal units of local government and of

61 the state.
(c)

8

Serve as a clearinghouse for information on al¼

leea¼ bond issues of units of local government and of the

9

state.

0

reduce the costs of local seaee and state leeal bond issues.

(d)

Undertake or commission studies on methods to

(e)

(f)

1.57

Finance shall appoint an advisory council to consult with and

1.81;

and ss. 218.38 and 218.385.

1.8'

assist the division in w¼eh the implementation of this section

1.59

l:lus

1.80 (

following:

The council shall consist of the

(a)

Two representatives of the municipal investment

(b)

Two representatives of ¼eeal units of local

(c)

Two representatives from the general public.

1.61

banking industry.

1.62

government.

l:lus

1.84

2.1

10

Recommend changes in law and in local practices to

1.63

121 salary for duties performed as a member of the council, except I 2.4

Issue a regular newsletter to issuers,

1.64

141 the per diem authorized for legislators, and each member is

underwriters, attorneys, investors, and other parties within

the bond community and the general public containing

l:lus

1.64
l:lus

1.66

information of interest ehe-pttel¼ey-deser¼e¼ftg-prepesed-ftew

1.67

iftrermae¼eft relating to local and state bonds.

1.70

eeftd-issttesy-ftew-eeftd-sales7-re£ttftd¼ftgsy-aftd-eeher-pert¼fteftt
The division

may charge fees for subscriptions to the newsletter.

Issue an annual report to the Legislature

describing the operations of the division relating to this

section and s. 218.38.
(h)

The governing board of the Division of Bond

1.62

improve the sale and servicing of local bonds.

(g)

J!lt�t

1.70

1. 71

Provide the Department of Banking and Finance with I 1.73

current available information on all outstanding bond issues

and proposed new bond issues of units of local government and

of the state.
illt�t

The Division of Bond Finance of the Department

of General Services may adopt rules to implement the

provisions of thfs section and� ST 218.38 and 218.385.
4
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l:lus

1.75

2.3

13 I that the members, other than public officers, shall receive

2.5

15 I entitled to reimbursement for travel and other necessary

2.7

11

16 I
17

expenses incurred in the performance of official duties.
Section 2.

18 I amended to read:
19

20

218.38
(1) (a)

Section 218.38, Florida Statutes, is

Notice of bond issues required; verification.-Each unit of local government atteherined-ey

21

gefteral-er-epeeial-law-ee-ieette-gefteral-eeligae¼eft-eeftde-er

23

furnish the Division of Bond Finance of the gepartment of

22

revefttte-eeRde7-iRelttdiftg-epeeial-aeeeeefflefte-eeRde7 shall

241 General Services a complete description of all of its
25

outstanding general obligation and revenue bonds and shall

26 1 also provide the division with advance afty notice of the

2.6
2.8

2.9

l?,i?���
2.11'

-�2�12;
' ,

.-,):,,,

2.14.

-:

. )�,

2.15.
2.16

\ 2.17

27 I impending sale of any new issue of bonds, and also with a copy I 2.18

l.7�.

n

of the final official statement, if any is published, all as

l:lus

30

£er-ehe-pttrpeee-e€-e£€eriRg-eeftde7-prier-ee-eale7 -Eer

1. 77

1

2.2

A member of the council is not entitled to a

ffit4t

I

�

required by rules of the division. eale-er-e££¼e¼al-eeaeemefte

311 ¼fteltteieft-ift-ehe-eeRd-fteweleeeerT--Pailttre-ee-ettBlllie-pri-er·
5
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2.22

2.24�
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neeiee-e£-a-prepeeed-new-eend-ieette-ehall-nee-a££eel!-ehe

21 validil!y-e£-ehe-eend-ieette-:(b)l.

Excluding for the purposes of this paragraph

those �he-geverning-eeard-e£-eaeh-ttnit-e£-½eeal-gevernmene

atteheri�ed-ey-general-er-epeeia½-½aw-ee-ieette general
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

obligation and revenue bonds issued pursuant to the provisions

of part III of chapter 154, parts II, III, and V of chapter

30

2.25/-

2.25/5

the division e£-Bend-Finanee7 on forms prescribed by the

2.25/12

information ee-ehe-eeet-knew¼edge-e£-eaeh-eeard-h. �eer:

11

2.25/13

13
14

a.

The name and address of the mana� each

l:los

15

b.

The name and address of any attorney or financial

2.42 -

17

underwriter, if any, connected with the bond issue;

consultant who advised the unit of local government with

16

2.43

18

2.44

20

2.44

19

with the bond issue, by any underwriter or financial

2.45

21

such underwriter or consultant; and mal'lagemel'le-£ee-ehar<Jed-ey

2.46

23

Any other fee paid by the unit of local government

2.47

25

2.50

27

2.51

29

respect to the bond issue;
c.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid, in connection

consultant to any person not regularly employed or engaged by

with respect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to

attorneys or financial consultants.

�he-ttl'!derwritil'lg-epread

whieh-the-ttnderwriter-eMpeete-te-rea¼i�e�

eT--Any-£ee 7-eentte7-er-9ratttity-paid 7-in-eel'lneeeien

w4th-the-eel'ld-ieette7-ey-the-ttnderwriter-er-£inaneial

31

6
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2.48

.

f �.. ' .· :

22
24

26
28
30
31

...

·:,P�!·

�i;il,

l

ee-al'!-ttl'!derwrieer7 -ehe-ttl'lderwrieer-eha¼¼-£i¼e-wil!h-l!he

l:lus

2.25/15

�·

'.

12

division and-eigned-ey-a¼¼-memeers-e£-ehe-eeard7 the following

2.55

•.

10

which were sold at public sale by competitive bids, file with

wieh-reepeel!-te-l!he-bend-ieet1e 7-inelt1ding-any-£ee-pa¼d-t•••-·

l:lo'

£..---Al'!y-ether-£ee-paid-by-l!he-t1nie-e£-¼eeal-9evernment

-.,

2.25/6

2.25/8

ttnderwril!er-er-eel'!et1ltane7-and

� �:,.�\�
aeeerl'leye-er-£inal'leial-eenettleanl!sT
-_'<\f¼li
2.57
2. Within 90 days after the delivery of such l!ime-e£
<���
ea¼e-e£-aHy bonds, the managing underwriter or financiai's:\�:� :=GJt �!67:P:.i,.
.
consultant shall file with the ey-a-ttl'!ie-e£-leea¼-ge¥ePftlll�l'I�:�;·.: 2�59

2.25/9

d.

'1.9

2.25

within 120 days after the delivery ieettanee of any such bonds

er-reventte-eende7�ine½ttding-epeeia½-aseeeemene-eende 7 shall,

25

28

21

2.25/7

l!he-ttl'!derwril!er�

27

2.25

159L_and part II of chapter 243, each unit of local government

24
26

2.24

ii

2.521
i
2. 53I

eeftett¼tafte-ee-afty-pereen-nee-regttlarly-empleyed-ey-the

Bivieiel'l-e£-Bend-Pinal'!ee-al'!d-ehe unit of local government a

ewerl'I statement containing the information required by .. o .,_,.i,/ 2�:ft;
subparagraph ettb-ettbparagraphe c.7-d-:-7-and-eT of subparagraph c' ,:·_2;6�

.

1.

'. •·· ./ . ,>i:!f. !

;-i••·v':••:'•'.." •

3.

' _· ;r,f

The information disclosed pursuant to this

:,••

'.,?�.,:

2.66,
...•�i�.

paragraph shall be maintained by the division and by th/��L�·-;·

���•>;]�,_,..:;.

· ··2;68'
of local government as a public record aftd-eha¼¼-a¼ee-ee..;£i¼ed
.
.

� :--�\-!i.tf

wil!h-the-elerk-e:E-the-eirettie-eettrt-e£-eaeh-eettl'lty-il'l-whieh ·,. ;' ·._2� 69.
: ·? ;'.c':'t-;1.
• 70
. . . . . '- . . 2 .
1!1'te-t1Rit-e£-leeal-9everl'!fflel'!l!-hae-atteherity.
· • :·,�; ..:.: .�:r� ·���·if
(c) 1. Excluding for the purposes of this paragraph- .
, • -. '· �c: ---:'i�
· :<,:"";
those general obligation and revenue bonds issued pursuant to

�!.z.�t:i2:�:.

of chaoter 154, parts II, III,:··an�"_;; )�.
. ,, ··.. ;.t· -�,""'
·
.2�74
v of chapter 159, and part II of chapter 243, each· unit of
.. -.:,.-·-:.:,,.,<l'J!li!
local government shall, within 120 days after the. delivery:•of·· :,:2·f75
the provisions of part

III

.), .
, . �\� ���.��-any such bonds which were sold by negotiated bond sale -: f' -:;,,· �; ;�;��{;;
l

authorized by s. 218.385, file with the division on forms
prescribed by the division the following information:
a.

The name and address of the managing underwriter,

b.

The name and address of any attorney or financial

if any, connected with the bond issue;

consultant who advised the _unit of local government with
respect to the bond issue;

1
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2.78
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2.80
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1
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c.

Any management fee charged by the managing

2.82

division shall notify the Legislative Auditing Committee of

d.

The underwriting spread which the managing

2.83

notification of failure to comply with these provisions, the

e.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid in connection with

underwriter, if any;

underwriter, if any, expects to realize;

61 the bond issue, by any underwr_it
_ er or �inancial consultant to
any person not regularly employed or engaged by such

8 I underwriter or consultant, and
9
10

11

12

13
14

15

f.

Any other fee paid by the unit of local government

with respect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to
attorneys or financial consultants.
2.

WitQin 90 �ays after the delivery of such bonds,

the managing underwriter or financial consultant shall file

with�the uni��of local government a statement containing the

information required by subparagraphs c., d., and e. of

16 I s_uboaragraph 1.
17

181

19 I

20

211

3.

The information disclo�ed pursuant to this

paragraph shall be maintained by the division and by the �nit
of local government as a public record.
(2)

Each unit of local government shall, upon request

of the division attel!et'¼l!!ee-by-:1:aw-ee-'i:sstte-gePtet'el-eb:l::¼<jaei-ePt

nl bePtee-et'-t'eYePttte-bePtee7-¼Pte:l::tte¼Ptg-epee'i:e:l::-asseesfflePte-bePtee7

2.84
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

(3)

If a unit of local government fails to verifYT

�I pursuant to subsection (2) 7 the information held by the

291 division, or fails to provide e-eefflp:l:ete-deeet'±ptiePt-e£-e:l::1:
e12tetand±Pt9-bende-pttt'ettant-te-pat'a9rapl!--t:l:t-tat-er the
I
31, information required by subsection pere11reph (1)-tbt, the

30

8
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SI

In the case Of a city or county, notify the

Department of Revenue and the Department of Banking and

Finance that the :l:eee:I: unit of local government has failed to
comply.

Upon notification, and pending receipt by the

91 divi_sion of the �uired informa_tion, the Department of

Banking and Finance shall withhold any funds not pledged for

10

bond debt service satisfa�tion which are payable to such the

11

governmental entity ttftt¼:1:��l!e-reqttit'ed-¼Pt£erffletiePt-ie-reee¼Yed

12

3.8

15

Department of Veteran and Community Affairs that the special

3.9

(b)

14

16
1
17

In the case of a special district, notify the

district has failed to comply.

Upon notification, the

Department of Veteran and Community Affairs shall proceed

3.10

181

pursuant to ss. 189.008 and 189.009.

3.12

201

Statutes, are amended to read:

3.15

nl

d±stt'±et bonds; sale.--

24 I

¼Pte:l:ttde-the-£e:!::!:ew±n9-meeft±n9e-ee-deH,ned-:-

3.18

1
V,

61

(a)

by-the-eiY¼eieA.

25 I held by the division relating to the bonded obligations of the
unit of local government.

Legislative Auditing Committee may:

13

3.7

3.16

26

Following receipt of such

3.6

DI eha:l::l:7-ePt-eaeee-eeeab:l::'i:shee-by-ehe-B'i:Y¼s¼ePt-e£-BePte-F¼PtaPtee-e£

Ml ehe-Bepat'efflePtt-e£-6ePtet'a:l:-6efyiees, verify the information

such ehe failure_ to comply.

3.17

3.20

19

21

23I

25 I

l:lo1!
3.3411

3.�5
_ r
3.36I!

: ::1
3.41

3.46

3.47

3.48
3.50

flt--�he-word- A bonde A-ae-tteed-iPt--thie-eeetion-eha¼¼
fet--A6enere:!:-ob:l:¼9etien-bonde,•-whieh-ere-ob¼i9etiePte

1

3. 44

Local government ee12Ptty7-mttn±e±pa:l:7-epee±a:I:

3.50
3.52

11101

3.53

1:101

e£-a-ttn±t-eeettred-by-the-£tt¼:l::-£eith-end-eredit7-er-peyeb:!:e
1
27 £rem-the-pt'eeeede-e£-ed-ve:l::et'effl-texee7-e£-the-9evernmente:I:

3.54

29

1:101

26

�I

ttf'l±tT

3.23

JO

te-pay-tl!e-eeet-e£-e-ee:l::£-¼iqttidetin9-pre;eet7-iffll'l!'eYefflente

l:lus

3.29
,.
3.30
1'
3.32'

3.49

3.21

3.22

3.28

Sections 218.385 and 218.386, Florida

Section 3.
218.385

3.26

1

311

fbt--AReven12e-bende7 A-wh±eh-ere-eb:l:i9etiene-e£-e-ttPtit

eaet'ee£ 7-ef-a-eefflbinetien-e£-ene-or-fflere-pre;eete-er
9
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3.55
3.56
3.57
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±mpPevemenes-ehePee£7-payab¼e-£rem-ehe-earn±ngs-e£-stteh

-ter--�h±m±eea-reventte-benas7 n-wh±eh-are-eb¼±gae±ens

prejeees-eP-±mpPevemeneeT

3.65

12

pPepertyT

3.66

14

3.68

16 I section.

J.!.l-ti1r

iHlh;H (1), shall be sold at public sale by competitive bids at

181 such place or places as the governing body shall determine to
191 receive proposals for the purchase of such the bonds.

13

24

I

251

�

�1

JO

31

3.70

financial journals published within or without the state and

shall contain such terms as the governing body shall deem
advisable and proper under the circumstances.

However, if the

governing body shall by resolution adopted at a public meeting

1

for sale of such the bonds.

3.80

(a)

In the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale,

the local governing body shall provide specific findings as to
the reasons requiring the negotiated sale.
10

�he-reasens-sha¼¼
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3.79
I

3.81

3.82

l:los

17

If all bids are

rejected, such ehe bonds may be sold thereafter at public sale
by competitive bids or by negotiated sale pursuant to this

-t;r--Ne-bena-e£-a-ttn±t-e£-'!:eea'!:-gevernment-sha¼'!:-be

181 ±ssttea-ttn¼ess-the-£aee-ef-revefse-eheree£-eenta-ins-a

4.J
4.

1:1
4. �

I

4. e

- l
ld

, I
4_g

I
i

4_j

4 _j
4_j

4.J
4.

Pespens±b¼e-£eP-±sstt±ng-the-bends-te-ehe-e££eet-thae-±ssttanee

4. J

23

aetT--�he-staeement-sha¼¼-be-eene¼tts±ve-Fv-idenee-as-te

4.

24

251
26

e£-the-benes-has-been-appfevea-ttnaer-the-pfev±s±ens-e£�th±s
appPeva¼-e£-ehe-±ssttenee-e£-the-bends-and-that-the

reqtt±remenes-e£-th±s-aee-have-been-£tt'!:¼y-eemp¼±ed-w-ithT
J.!l.-t6r

In the event the local governing body decides

27 I to negotiate for a sale of bonds, the sen±er managing

e

�.1

21

n

3.76

3.78

No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be

201 e£-the-appPepP±ate-e££±eef-e£-the-ttn±t-e£-'!:eea'!:-gevernment

3.75

determine that a negotiated sale of such the bonds is in the

Ql-f4r

!

19 I statement7-elfeettted-e±eher-mantta¼¼y-er-by-£aes-im-i¼e-s-ignatttfeT I 4.

10 days prior to the date of sale in one or more newspapers or I 3.74

271 best interest of the issuer, the governing body may negotiate
28

15

3. 72

Notice

notice of sale.

131 rejected unless all bids are rejected.

3.69 -

I

�I of such ehe sale shall be published one or more times at least

n

11

3.67

All general obligation and revenue bonds sold

161 by a unit of local government, as defined in s. 218.37

1

awarded by resolution to the lowest bid consistent with the

paPe-by-¼evy±ng-and-ee¼¼eet±ng-spee±a¼-assessments-en-ehe

13 I abttte±ng7-ad;e±n±ng7 -eent±gttette 7-er-ether-spee±a¼'!:y-bene£-ieed

21

Such bonds when competitively bid7-ehe-bende shall be

public.

10

pfev±ae-£er-eap±ea¼-±mpPevements-and-are-pa±a-±n-whe¼e-er-±n

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds

offered by a unit of local government shall be opened in

3.64

-far--�spee±a¼-assessmene-bends7n-wh±eh-are-benas-ehae

17

fil-f3r

3.62

va¼ePem-eaxes7-spee±a¼-assessments 7-er-earn±ngs-£rem-stteh

15

such ehe bonds.

3.61

±mpPevemenes-ehePee£7-payab¼e-£rem-£ttnds-exe¼tts±ve-e£-ad

A resolution authorizing a negotiated bond sale

may be the same resolution as that authorizing the issuance of

3.60

ehePee£ 7-ep-a-eemb±nae±en-e£-ene-er-mere-prejeees-er

14

(b)

l:los

±sstted-by-a-ttn±e-ee-pay-ehe-eese-e£-a-prejeee7-±mpPevemene

12

negee±aeed-sa¼eT

3.59

aa-aee±e±ena¼-seettr±ey-ehere£erT

11

±sstte-and-preva±¼±ng-mar�et-eena-it-iens-thae-neeess±tate-a

3.58

ppejeee-and-any-eeher-spee±a¼-£ttnds-atteher±2ed-ee-be-p¼edged

10

±ne¼ttde7-bttt-nee-be-'!:-im±ted-te7-eharaeter±st-ies-e£-the-bend

28

underwriter, or financial consultant or adviser if applicable,

30 I

award of bonds to the senief managing underwriter, a

291 shall provide to the unit of local government, prior to the
31

disclosure statement containing the following information:
11
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(a)

An itemized list setting forth the nature and

estimated amounts of expenses to be incurred by the managing

underwriters in connection with the issuance of such the

bonds.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, any such list may

include an item for miscellaneous expenses, provided it

includes only minor items of expense which cannot be easily

4.29

l:lus

compensation of any finders, as defined in s. 218.386,

l:lus

±nto-an-ttnderstand±ng-w±tn-e±tner-the-±sstter-er-fflanag±ng

4.36

connected with the issuance of the bonds.

person-who-enters

l:los

4.37

er-±ffl�l±ed7-te-aet-selely-as-an-±nterffled±ary-between-the

4.38

±sstter-and-fflanag±ng-ttnderwr±ters-or-who-exere±ses-or-attefflpts
I

te-exere±se-any-±n£lttenee-te-e££eet-any-transaet±on-±n-the

�ttrenase-e£-tne-bendsT
(c)

The amount of underwriting spread expected to be

(d)

Any management fee charged by the managing

(e)

Any other fee, bonus, and other compensation

realized.

4.39

4.40

4.40

4.41

4.41

underwriters.

4.42

estimated to be paid by the managing underwriters in

4.43

employed or retained by it tne-fflanag±ng-ttnderwr±ters.

4.44

connection with the bond issue to any person not regularly
(f)

The name and address of the managing eaeh

underwriter or underwriters, if any, connected with the bond

issue.

(g)

Any other disclosure which the local governing

body may require.

12
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government bond issues.
(5)

4.42

4.45

Failure of a unit of local government to comply -

with one_qz more___Erovisions of this section or s. 218.38 shall
not affect the validity of the bond issue; however, upon such
failure to comply the unit of local government shall be

4. '.33

ttnderwr±ters7-or-beth7-£er-any-pa±d-er-prefflised-eofflpensat±on

er-valttable-eons±derat±en7-d±reetly-�r-±nd±reetly7-expressly

employment of professional services relating to local

4.32
4.33

The names, addresses, and estimated amounts of

21 This subsection is not intended to restrict or prohibit the

4.31

categorized elsewhere in the statement.
(b)

II

4.28

10

11

121

13

141

subject to the sanctions provided in s. 218.38(3).
218.386
(1) (a)

17

18

4. 5;

l:L

'I

4. 5:

I
i
4. 5,
I

4.5

1

Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.--

As used in this section, "finder" means a

person,- not regularly employed by7 or -not a partner or officer
ofT an underwriter, bank, banker, er financial consultant or
adviser, who enters into an understanding with either the

151 issuer or the managing underwriter, or both, for any paid or

16

4. 4,

promised compensation or valuable consideration directly or

indirectly, expresslv or implied, to act solely as an

intermediary between said issuer and managing underwriter for

4.5
I
4.5

4. 5
I
1
4.6

4.6

I
!

4.6
:1
4.6·

191 the purpose of influencing any transaction in the purchase of

I
4.6

21

4.6

201 said bonds whose-pr±mary-£ttnet±en-±n-the-eonstrttet±on-o£-a
22

23
24

�I
261

bond-±sstte-±s-te-±n£lttenee-the-aeqtt±a±t±en-e£-a-eentraet-£rom
the-±sstt±ng-body.
(b)

No underwriter, commercial qank, investment

banker, or financial consultant or adviser shall pay any

finder any bonus, fee, or gratuity in connection with the sale

4.6

4. 7,
I
4. 7i

of general obligation bonds or revenue bonds7-±nelttd±ng

4.7

government, unless full disclosure is made to the unit of

4.7

4.47

27

4.47

29 I local government prior to or concurrent with the submission of 1 · 4. 7

4.49

28

30
31

s�ee±al-assessfflent-benes7 issued by any unit of local

a purchase proposal for bonds by the underwriter, commercial

bank, investment banker, or financial consultant or adviser
13
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and subsequently in the official statement or offering

4.79

circular, if anv, detailing the name and address of any finder

4.80

the improvement; shall remain liens, coequal with the lien of
all state, county, district, and municipal taxes, superior in

and the amount of bonus, fee, or gratuity paid to such finder.
(2)

Willful violation of this section shall be a

felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
l3l_ No '7iolation of this section shall affect the

validity of the bond issue.
Section 4.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (5) of section

101 215.68, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

11

12 I

215.68

Issuance of bonds; form; maturity date,

execution, sale, etc.--

13

(5)

14

(c)

151 offered for sale by the division shall be opened in public.
161

17

By resolution of the division, such bonds shall be awarded to
the lowest bidder.

The basis of award may be either the

181 lowest net interest cost or the lowest true interest cost 1 as

5.1
5.1
5.4
5.4
5.6
l:lus
5.9

5.12

21

e££efin9-te-pttfehase-stteh-eeRes-at-the-iewest-net-intefest

22

eest,-stteh-eest-te-ee-detefmined-ey-dedttetin9-the-tetai-amettnt

23

e£-pfemittm-eid-£fem-ef-addin9-the-tetai-amettnt-e£-d±seettnt-eid

24

te-the-a99fe9ate-amettnt-e£-iRtefest-whieh-wiii-aeeftte-en-stteh

25

5.15

eends-ttntil-theif-respeetive-matttfities7-withettt-re£erenee-te

5.16

27
28
29

Section 5.

Section 170.09, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
170.09

5.13
5.14

5.17
5.17
5.18

Priority of lien; interest; and method of

5.19

30 I payment- --The special assessments shall be payable at the time

31

and in the manner stipulated in the resolution providing for
14
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5.21

5. i

·I
i
!

5.;
5
.i

chapter and used for the improvement are sold, from the date

I
I
s.l

of the acceptance of the improvement; and may, by the

5.I

which the improvement bonds authorized pursuant to this

4.84

201 of the bonds.

any-pfevisiens-£er-�fier-fedem�tien-e£-stteh-eendsT

rate not to exceed l percent above the rate of interest at

4.84

5.10

26

annum!__o_S _! if bonds are issued pursuant to this chapter, at a

l:lus

191 set forth in the resolution authorizing the issuance or sale
ey-feseitttien-ef-the-eeafe-te-the-eiedef

shall bear interest, at a rate not to exceed 8 percent per

4.82

5.3

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds

dignity to all other liens, titles, and claims, until paid;

4.81

5.
5.l
1

1

10

resolution aforesaid, be made payable in not more than 15 ±G

1:

11

equal yearly installments, to which, if not paid when due,

5.

there shall be added a penalty at the rate of l percent per

5.

12

131 month, until paid.

However, the assessments may be paid

5.

14

without interest at any time within 30 days after the

151

improvement is completed and a resolution accepting the same

5.

16

has been adopted by the governing authority.

5.

18

amended to read:

17

19

Section 6.
170.17

Section 170.17, Florida Statutes, is

Denomination of bonds, interest, place of

5.
5.

WI

payment, form, signatures, coupons and delivery.--All bonds

5.

21

issued under this chapter shall be the denomination of $500

5.

22

$¼88, or some multiple thereof, and shall bear interest�

5.

23

provided in s. 215.84 at-a-ttni£erm-ratt!-n.et-exeeedin9-;t-.C5

24

pereent-�er-annttm, payable annually or semiannually thereafter

5.

25

until maturity, and 10 percent per annum after maturity, and

5.

26

both principal and interest shall be payable at such place or

5.

27

places as the governing authority may determine.

5.

28

such bonds sh-all be fixed by resolution of- tl e governing

5.
5.

30

authority of the municipality and said bonds shall be signed
by the mayor or chief executive officer of the municipality

5.

31

and·the clerk or other like officers thereof, under the seal

5,

�1

i

The form of

15
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of the municipality; the coupons, if any, shall be executed by

the facsimile signatures of said officers.

The delivery of

any bond and coupon so executed at any time thereafter shall

be valid although before the date of delivery the person

signing such bond or coupons shall cease to hold office.
Section 7.

Subsection (9) of s. 153,05, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
153.05

10

Water system improvements and sanitary sewers;
special assessments.-(9)

5.58
5.59

5.60

Thereafter all assessments shall

5.63

13

be payable in equal annual installments, with interest at 8

thereof, without interest.

5.61

5.64

percent per annum, or, if bonds are issued pursuant to this

5.66

16

interest at which the improvement bonds authoriz�d�uant to

5.67

18

expiration of said 30 days in each of the succeeding 20

5.68

101

general county taxes are payable; provided, however, _t:_hat no

5.71

15

17
19

chapter, at a rate not to exceed 1 percent above the rate of

this chapter and used for imorovements are sold, from the

calendar years at the time or times in each year at which the

5.69

�I interest may be charged when the assessme�t includes interest

�. 72

fix a shorter period of payment for any assessment; provided,

5,73

'2

on the bond; provided, that the commission may by resolution

further, that any assessment may be paid at any time before
due, together with interest accrued thereon to the date of

payment.

Section 8.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (11), of

section 153.73, Florida Statutes, is amended, and sybsection
(14) is added to said section, to read:

153.73

Assessable improvements; levy and payment of

special assessments.--Any district may provide for the
16
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5, 74

5.7§

5.76

5. 77

5.78

5.79

assessments upon benefited property for the payment thereof,

5. t

.I

5.t

41 under the provisions of this section.
(11) (a)

Any asseB�ment may be paid at the office of

s.

thereof, without interest.

!

Thereafter all assessments shall

6.]
I
6.�
I

be payable in equal installments, with interest at not
10I

;
I

�
5�E

6I the district clerk within 60 days after the confirmation

5.59
5.60

county tax collector within 30 days after the confirmation

14

5.56

Any assessments may be paid at the office of the

11

12

5.55

5. e

defined in s. J53.52, and for the levying of special

5.53

5.54

construction or reconstruction of assessable improvement_s as

exceeding 8 percent per annum-<-...Q!.,_ _if bonds are issued

• i
!

pursuant to this chapter, at a rate not to exceed 1 percent

6. �

11

above the rate of interest at which the improvement bonds

13

are sold, from the expiration of said 60 days in each of the

6. E

15 I determine by i;eisolution, not exceeding 20; provided however,

I 6. i

17I paid at an¥ ti�e before due, together with interest accrued_

I 6.5

6. �

12 I au_thor ized pursuant to this chapter and used for improvern_ents
14

succeeding numbe� of years which the district board shall

16 I that the dist,i: ict bo<!rd may provide that any assessment may !;le I 6. E

18 I thereon tg tl)e date of payment, if such prior payment shall be I 6. l
19I permitted by the proceedings authorizing any assessment bonds

6.]

20I or otl)ei:: opligations for the payment of which such special
21 I
22

.6,l

assessments have been p:j.eQged.

,llil

If_an.Y..__fil?_eci_ql_assessment made under the

l: l

6.]

23 groyisi�I::'. of this chapter to defray the whole or any part of
1
24 t9e expensg of any such improvement shall be deemed by the

•� I �-��tr ict board- t,o be inadequate to meet the obligation owed to I Ei. l

26 I �ondho_��_ ers1 the district board may adjust the duration of and I �.l
27

the int�r_est_ I?enalty on installment payments of the ass�:i.smen_t

28 I so th_i!�j?�Yrilents of special assessments shall be suff foient· to

29 I sa9sfy the contractual obligation owed by the district to
30
31

bondholders.

1· 6. �

�owever, such adjustment shall not have the

effect of inpJ;.'easin9 the special assessment of ani_HoeeftYr
17
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nor shall such adiustment increase the interest rate or the

6.21

payment period set forth in subsection (11) (a}.

6.23

installment payment period bevond the interest rate and

Further, the

41 district board, in adjusting the interest rates and the oeriod
of payment of assessments, shall follow the provisions of this

section providing for notice and hearing to interested persons
and providing for passage of resolutions establishing special

91

101

11

assessments.

Section 9.

In accordance with the intent expressed in

s. 11.611, Florida Statutes, subsections (4) and (5) of

section 218.37, Florida Statutes, as amended by this act,

l?1 shall be repealed on October 1, 1988, and the advisory council

131 shall be subject to legislative review as required by s.
141

15
16

11.611(4}, (5) and (6), Florida Statutes.
Section 10.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.
I

17

4

6.25
6.26
6.27

6.28
6.29

6.30
6.31

10

11

12
13
14

15
16

17

19

19

20

0

22
21

22
21

23

23

24

24

25

25

27
26

27
26

28

28

Provides duties of the Division of Bond Finance of the
Department of General Services with respect to general
obligation bonds and revenue bonds of units of local
government and the state. Provides for rules. Provides
duties 0f the advisory council to the division.

Provides duties of units of local government with respect
to information furnished the division regarding
outstanding bonds and new bond issues. Revises
provisions relating to information filed with the
division after delivery of bonds sold at public sale by
competitive bid and exempts certain bonds from such
provisions. Requires that certain information be filed
with the division after delivery of certain bonds sold by
negotiated bond sale. Requires the underwriter or
financial consultant to file certain information with the
unit of local government. Requires that information
regarding both types of bond issues be maintained by the
division and the unit of local government as a public
record. Provides for verification of information on
bonded obligations by units of local government upon
request of the division. Provides procedures when the
unit of local government fails to verify or provide
required information.
Deletes certain specific requirements with respect to a
resolution authorizing a negotiated sale. Requires
information regarding any finder to be furnished to .the
unit of local government by certain persons. Specifies
that failure to comply shall not affect the validity of a
bond issue. Provides for application of certain
sanctions.

Redefines "finder" and prohibits payment of finders' fees
by financial advisers unless disclosure is made.
Specifies that violation shall not affect the validity of
a bond issue.

Increases from 10 to 15 the number of yearly-installments
for payment of special assessments for municipal
improvements, and revises interest rates with respect
thereto. Provides that improvement �onds be issued in
the denomination of $500, or multiples thereof, rather
than $100, and provides for interest thereon.
Provides that certain water and sewer system bonds which
are issued pursuant to special assessment provisions may
carry an interest rate of up to 1 percent above that
otherwise authorized by law.

29
30

3

29

0
31 I

HOUSE SUMMARY

18

18

2
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BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

SB 340 by Senator Stuart

Financial Matters

I•

-- ----

SUMMA.RY:
A.

Present Situation:
'Ihe l:x:md disclosure provisions of part III of ch. 218, F.S.,
provide for the follc:w.ing:
1. Detailed procedures =ncerning the sale of bonds by
local goverrurents;
2.

ni,,rlrnmt' of illl ,mrlrrwritrrs ,1nrl fincmcir1l cons111t;rnts;

3.

Reporting of, armng other things, rranagerrent fees, finders '
fees, and the underwriting spread;

4. Criminal penalties for failure to disclose finders' fees in
connecticn with su::h sales; and
5. A staterrent of =npliance with the act printed on bonds.
'Ihe State Bond Act .restricts award of state bonds to the bidder
offering the lo,Jest net interest cost (NIC).
A 1980 law (ch. 80-318, L.O.F.) replaced the 7'½ percent interest
rate on local governrrent bonds, including special assessrrent
bonds, with a floating cap based on prevailing rrarket =nditions
at the tirre of sale. A similarly flexible interest rate
replaced an 8 percent cap on the interest penalty on installrrent
payrrents for special assessrrents for municipal irrproverrents under
ch. 170, F.S., but only when irrproverrents are financed by t..1-te
issuance of bonds. (The 8 percent cap on the interest penalty
on installrrent payrrents for special assessrrents for =unty water
and se,.,er projects urrler ch. 153, F.S., was not changed.)
B.

Effect of Prq:x:sed Changes:
Section 1: D=fines "unit of local governrrent" and "bonds" for
the purpcse of bond disclosure requirerrents, excluding bond
anticipation notes fran the definition of bonds; requires the
Division of Bond Finaix:e to maintain and disseminate information
on swtc o.s well as l=al govcrrnrcnt l:ond issues; and expands
the coverage and s=pe of the division's borrl new'Sletter.
Section 2: Differentiates the type of bond information that
must be disclosed for bonds sold at public sale by canpetitive
bid and those sold by negotiated sale, with information on manage
rrent fees and expected urrlerwriting spread no longer having to be
disclosed for bonds sold at public sale by ccrnpetitive bid
(excludes bonds for health authorities, industrial develoµrent,
research and develc:µrent, and =unty higher education facilities
fran disclosure requirerrents); requires only the managing under
writer be disclosed; rerroves the requireirent that all rrembers of
the governing bcx:l.y sign the disclosure staterrent due 120 days
after bonds are delivered; requires local governrrents to verify
inforrration held by the Division of Borrl Finance only upon request
of the division; and removes the requirerrent that the D=parurent
of B;::1..rikiJ"B and Finance or the D2partrrent of Veteran and Cormuni ty
Affairs, upon notification of failure to canply with disclosure
,,,-,-,,_,i si ons . .,,-,1st trrke prescrilx,d action against the applicable local
,

�-

·

·

,-

i

1 '-°' ,-

��_-'J'lr:Lt:� tr:' t-.::J:c th� a-�ti_on.
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Date
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SB 340 by Senator Stuart

Section 3: Perroves the requirerrent that a staterrent of canpliance
with the law be printed on the bonds; rerroves =nflicting definitions
of "finders"; and provides that failure to disclose a finder's fee
does not affect the bond's validity, nor does the failure to carply
with other disclosure requirerrents.
Section 4: AuU1orizes, as the basis of awarding state bonds, the
use of either the l�st net interest cost (NIC) or the la..;est
true interest cost (TIC) •
Section 5: Reinstates the interest penalty of 8 percent per annum
on instalbrent payrrents for special assessnents for municipalities
when improverrent bonds are not issued to finance the project, thereby
again allCMing for the establishrrent of a revolving fund for future
improvenents; and in=eases fran 10 to 15 years the maximum install
rrent pay-back period •
Section 6: Raises from $100 to $500 the denanination of improvenent
bonds issued under ch. 170, F.S.; and deletes obsolete language
on the maximum fixed interest rate on these bonds.
Sections 7 .and 8: Authorizes, for =unty water and sewer system
.unproverrents under ch. 153, F.S., a floating interest penalty on
instalbrent payrrents for special assessnents financed by bonds
similar to the provision established in 1980 for municipal improve
rrents under ch. 170, F. S.; and authorizes the county carrnission when
acting as an improvenent district board to adjust the duration of
and interest penalty on installrrent payrrents of special assessrrents,
as long as necessary notice and hearing is provided and the adjusted
rate does not exceed the maximum rate.
Section 9 : Provides for the repeal of the Division of Bond Finance's
advisory =uncil on O:::tober 1, 1988, and requires legislative review
pursuant to the Sundc:,;,m Act.
II.

EO'.)NCMIC JMPACI' AND FISCAL NCJ.I'E:
A.

Public:
Any savings aocruing to a unit of governrrent are assured to be
passed on ultim3.tely to its taxpayers.

B.

Governrrent:
.Ac=rding to the Division of Bond Finance, authorizing the use of
true interest cost as a basis of award for state bonds should result
in indeterminable savings in interest =sts.
By allawing the interest penalty on installnent paynents for =unty
water and seower special assessrrents (previously 8 percent per annum)
to be set at a rate !Xlt to exceed 1 percent above the rate of
interest at which the improverrent bonds are sold, the special
assessrrent instalbrent paynents will be able to =ver the oost of
repaying the principal and interest on the improverrent borrls.
Presently, the special assessrrent installrrent paynents canrot
adequately retire torrls which sell at a rate of interest higher than
8 percent.

IV.

CXM1ENI'S:

In 1981, a similar bill, HB 1125, passed the House and \,·as referenced to
the Senate ECCA Ccrnnittee.
An identical bill, HB 175 by t.'1e House Co,:munity Affairs Cb:rmittee, has
been introduced in the House this session.

�,�'.e
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SB 340 by Senator Stuart

Senate Bill 56, which contains a provision similar to one in
Section 8 of this bill relating to adjusting the duration and
interest penalty on installrrent paynEnts for special assessrrents,
has been introdu.:ed in the Senate this session.
IV.

AMENCt1ENTS:

None
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SB 340 by Senator Stuart

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
'Ihe bond disclosure provisions of part
provide for the following:

III

of ch. 218, F. S.,

1.

Detailed procedures concerning the sale of bonds by
local go-vernrrents;

:.1.

Disclosure of all underwd te.rs and finnnclnl consul l:ruit.:a;

3. Reporting of, arrong other things, mmagerrent fees, finders'
fees, and the underwriting spread;
4. Criminal penalties for failure to disclose finders' fees in
connection with su::::h sales; and
5.

A staterrent of corrpliance with the act printed on bonds.

'Ihe State Bond Act restricts award of state bonds to the bidder
offering the lowest net interest cost (NIC).
A 1980 law (ch. 80-318, L.O.F.) replaced the 7½ percent interest
rate on local governrrent bonds, including special assessment
l::onds, with a floating cap based on prevailing rrarket conditions
at the·t.irre of sale. A similarly flexible interest rate
replaced an 8 percent cap on the interest penalty on installrrent
payirents for special assessments for municipal inproverrents under
ch. 170, F.S., but only when inproverrents are financed by the
issuance of l::onds. ('Ihe 8 percent cap on the interest penalty
on installrrent payirents for special assessrrents for county water
and sewer projects under ch. 153, F.S., was not changed.)
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1: Cefines "unit of local governrrent" arrl "bonds" for
the purpose of bond disclosure requirerrents, excluding bond
anticipation notes fran the definition of l::onds; requires the
Division of Bond Finance to maintain and disseminate information
on state as �11 as local governrrent l::ond issues; and expands
the coverage and scope of the division's bond newsletter.
Section 2: Differentiates the type of bond information that
rrust be disclosed for bonds sold at public sale by cari::etitive
bid and those sold by negotiated sale, with information on manage
rrent fees and exi.:ected underwriting spread no longer havhlg to be
disclosed for l::onds sold at public sale by cari::etitive bid
(excludes bonds for health authorities, industrial develoorrent,
research and develq:rrent, and county higher education facilities
fran disclosure requirerrents); requires only the managi�der
writer J::e disclosed; renoves the requirencnt that all n�
- rs of
the governing bcdy sign the disclosure staterrent due 120 days
after bonds are delivered; requires local governrrents to verify
information held by the Division of Bond Finance only upon request
of the division; and removes the requirerrent that the Departrrent
of Bank.in; and Finance or the Cepartrrent of Veteran. and c.cmnunity
Affairs, upon notification of failure to canply with disclosure
provisions,rrust take prescribed action against the applicable local
aovernrrents; but retains their authority to take the action.

Date
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Section 3: Fezroves the requirerrent that a staterrent of carpliance
with the law be printed on the bonds; rerroves conflicting definitions
of "finders"; and provides that failure to disclose a finder's fee
does not affect the bond's validity, =r does the failure to canply
with other disclosure requirerrents.
Section 4: Authorizes, as the basis of awarding state bonds, the
use of either the l�st net interest cost (NIC) or the lo.vest
true interest cost (TIC) •
Section 5: Reinstates the interest penalty of 8 percent per annum
on installrrent payrrents for s:;;:ecial assessrrents for municipalities
when improverrent bonds are not issued to finance the project, thereby
again allo.ving for the establishrrent of a revolving fund for future
irnproverrents; and increases fran 10 to 15 years the maximum install
rrent pay-back period..
Section 6: Raises from $100 to $500 the denanination of irnproverrent
bonds issued under ch. 170, F.S.; and deletes obsolete language
on the maximum fixed interest rate on these bonds.
Sections 7 and 8: Authorizes, for county water and sewer system
irnproverrents under ch. 153, F. s., a floating interest p:nal ty on
installrrent payrrents for special assessnents financed by bonds
similar to the provision established in 1980 for municipal inprove
rrents under ch. 170, F.S.; and authorizes the county ccmnission when
acting as an irnproverrent district board to adjust the duration of
and interest r:enalty on installrrent payrrents of special assessnents,
_as long as necessary notice and hearing is provided and the adjusted
rate does not exceed the maximum rate.
Section 9 : Provides for the repeal of the Division of Bond Finance's
advisory council on Cctober 1, 1988, and requires legislative review
pursuant to the Sundo.vn Act.
II.

ECDNCMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOI'E:
A.

Public:
MY savings accrui.'1g to a unit of governrrent are assUll'ed to be
passed on ultimately to its taxpayers.

B.

Governrrent:
.According to the Division of Bond Finance, authorizing the use of
true interest cost as a basis of award for state bonds should result
in indeterminable savings in interest costs.
By allowing the interest penalty on installrrent payrrents for county
water an:l sewer special assessrrents (previously 8 percent per annum)
to be set at a rate not to exceed 1 percent above the rate of
interest at which the irnproverrent bonds are sold, the special
assessrrent installrrent payrrents will be able to cover the cost of
repaying the principal and interest on the inprovement bonds.
Presently, the special assessrrent installrrent payrrents cannot
adequately retire bonds which sell at a rate of interest higher than
8 percent.

N.

o:MMENI'S:
In 1981, a similar bill, HB 1125, passed the House and was referenced to
the Senate ECCA Caimittee.
An identical bill, HB 175 by the House Corrmunity Affairs O:lrrmittee, has
been introduce-1 · - the House this session.

February 3, 1982 (Fevised)
Date ·February 1, 1982
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Senate Bill 56, which contains a provision similar to one in
Section 8 of this bill relating to adjusting the duration and
interest penalty on installlrent payrrents for special assessments,
has been introduced in the Senate this session.
DJ.

AMENil1ENI'S :

#1 by ECCA:

Technical re-.Drding of the subparagraph.

#2 by ECCA:

Technical re-.Drding of the subparagraph.

#3 by ECCA: Reinstates the requirerrent that the Departrrent of Banking
and Finance shall withhold funds payable to a city or cou.'1ty when· notified
by the Legislative Auditing Corrrnittee of a failure by the city or county
to carply with bond disclosure provisions, but ex6!1pts funds pledged for
local lxmd debt service from the withholding requirerrent.
#4 by ECCA: Reinstates the requirerrent that the Departrrent of Veteran
and Conmunity Affairs shall proceed with s:r:ecial district dissolution
when notified by the legislative Auditing Corrrnittee of a failure-by the
s:r:ecial district to comply with tond disclosure provisions.

March 30, 1982 (Revised)
.February 3, 1982 (Revised)
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SB 340 by Senator Stuart

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
The bond disclosure provisions of part III of ch. 218, F.S.,
provide for the following:
1. Detailed procedures concerning the sale of ponds by
local governrrents;
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2. Disclosure of all underwriters and financial consultants;
3.

Reporting of, arrong other things, managerrent fees, finders'
fees, and the underwriting spread;

4.

Criminal penalties for failure to disclose finders' fees in
connection with su::::h sales; and

5. A staterrent of =rrpliance with the act printed on bonds.
'Ihe State Bond Act restricts award of state bonds to the bidder
offering the lowest net interest cost (NIC) .
A 1980 law (ch. 80-318, L.O.F.) replaced the 7½ percent interest
rate on local government bonds, including special assessrrent
bonds, with a floating cap based on prevailing narket conditions
at the t:irre of sale. A similarly flexible interest rate
replaced an 8 percent cap on the interest penalty on installrrent
payirents for special assessrrents for municipal improverrents under
ch. 170, F.s., but only when improverrents are financed by the
issuance of bonds. (The 8 percent cap on the interest penalty
on installrrent payirents for special assessrrents for county water
and se,.rer projects under ch. 153, F .S., was not changed.)

B.

Effect of Propcsed Changes:
Section 1: Defines "unit of local gover:nrrent" and "bonds" for
the purpose of bond disclosure requirerrents, excluding bond
anticipation notes fran the definition of bonds; requires the
Division of Bond Finance to maintain and disseminate infornation
on state as well as lcx:al governrrent bond issues; and expands
the coverage and scope of the division's bend newsletter.
Section 2: Differentiates the type of bond information that
must be disclosed for bonds sold at public sale by carrpetitive
bid and those sold by negotiated sale, with infornation on manage
irent fees and expected underwriting spread no longer having to be
disclosed for bends sold at public sale by carrpetitive bid
(excludes bonds for health authorities, industrial develoµrent,
research and developrrent, and county higher education facilities
fran disclosure requirerrents); requires only the managing under
writer be disclosed; rerroves the requirerrent that all irembers of
the governing body sign the disclosure staterrent due 120 days
after bonds are delivered; requires local governrrents to verify
infonnation held by the Division of Bond Finance only upon request
of the division; and rrodifies the requirerrent that the Departrrent
of Banking and Finance, upon notification of failure to corrply wit�
disclosure provisions, must withhold funds payable to the a:i;pli
cable locn, -· ,3r:nrrents by excluding from this requireirent funds
::1.ebt service.
pledged t

March 30, 1982 (Revised)
.
February
3, 1982 (Revised)
.
Date February 1, 1�82
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Section 3: Perroves the requirerrent that a stateirent of carpliance
with the law be printed on the bends; rerroves conflicting definitions
of finders and provides that failure to disclose a finder's fee
does not affect the bend's validity, nor does the failure to canply
with other disclosure requirerrents.
II

11;

Section 4: Authorizes, as the basis of awarding state bends, the
use of either the lc,,.est net interest cost (NIC) or the lo,,rest
true interest cost (TIC) •
Section 5: Reinstates the interest penalty of 8 percent per annum
on installrrent payrrents for special assessrrents for municipalities
when improverrent bends are not issued to finance the project, thereby
again allo,,ring for the establishrrent of a revolving fund for future
irrproverrents; and increases from 10 to 15 years the maximum installrrent pay-back period.
Section 6: Raises from $100 to $500 the denanination of improverrent
bends issued under ch. 170, F.S.; and deletes obsolete language
on the maximum fixed interest rate on these bends.
Sections 7 .and 8: Authorizes, for county water and sewer system
irrproverrents under ch. 153, F.S., a floating interest penalty on
installrrent payrrents for special assessrrents financed by bonds
similar to the provision established in 1980 for municipal improve
rrents under ch. 170, F. S. ; and authorizes the county carrnission when
acting as an irrproverrent district board to adjust the duration of
and interest penalty on installrrent payrrents of special assessrrents,
as long as necessary notice and hearing is provided and the adjusted
· rate does not exceed the rnaxirnurn rate.
Section 9: Provides for the repeal of the Division of Bond Finance's
advisory council on O::tober 1, 1988, and requires legislative review
pursuant to the Sundo,,rn Act.
II.

ECDN01IC IMPACT' AND FISCAL NOI'E:
A.

Public:
Any savings accruing to a unit of governrrent are assurred to be
passed on ultimately to its taxpayers.

B.

Governrrent:
According to the Division of Bond Finance, authorizing the use of
true interest cost as a basis of award for state bonds should result
in indeterminable savings in interest costs.
By allowing the interest penalty on installrrent payrrents for county
water arrl sewer special assessrrents (previously 8 percent per annum)
to be set at a rate not to exceed 1 percent above the rate of
interest at which the improverrent bonds are sold, the special
assessrrent installrrent payrrents will be able to cover the cost of
repaying the principal and interest on the irrproverrent bends.
Presently, the special assessrrent installrrent payrrents cannot
adequately retire bonds which sell at a rate of interest higher than
8 percent.

DJ.

CXMMENI'S:

In 1981, a similar bill, HB 1125, passed the House and was referenced to
the Senate ECCA Carmittee.
An identical bill, HB 175 by the House Corrmunity Affairs Corrmittee, has
been introduced in the House this session.

Date

March 30, 1982 (Revised)
February 3, 1982 (Revised)
February 1, 1982
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Senate Bill 56, which contains a provision similar to one in
Section 8 of this bill relating to adjusting the duration and
interest penalty on install.nent payrrents for special assessrrents,
has been introduced in the Senate this session.
'!his bill was passed by the Legislature and ordered enrolled by
the Senate on March 25, 1982.
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Bill Number
As Introduc"d

STATE & LO CAL GOVERNMENT IMPACT
In compliance with R ule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on re,,enues, exoenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governm�nts as a whole.
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DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax Affected
State and Local Bond Issues

I.
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B.

Princinal Anencv Affected
Division of Bono Finance an'3 Local Go•,ernments

c.

Sponsor's Statement of Purpose
This bill amends the bond oisclosure provisions of Chanter 218,
FJ_orida Statutes; amends the i"lterest rate, denomination of ':,ones,
and nay-back perion of special assessments for muni�i.nal
imorovements;-and amends- interest rates on �oecial assessments for
water and sewer imorovements.

D.

Narrative S ummarv
Section 1: Defines "unit of local government" and "general
obligation or revenue bonds"; requires the Division of Bond Finance
to maintain information on state as well as local government bond
issues, and expands coverage ann scone of the honr. newsletter.
Section 2: Requires local qovernments to repart to the D ivision of
Bone Finance all of its outstandinq qeneral ohli�ation a"ld revenue
bonds anr to provide advance notice of sale and the final official
statement for any new issue of bonds. Limits nisclosure,
requirements in comnetitive sales; narrows the nefinition of
"finder" ano orovides that failure to dis�lose a finder's fee shall
not affect validity of the bond issue; reauires that the oost-a•..ard
disclosure statement be filed only with the Division; anr reouires
only the manaqing underwriter be disclosed.
Section 3: Removes reauirements that all members of the aovernirq
body sign the oost-delfvery statement and that the comnliance
statement be nrinted on the bond. Deletes definitions to r,onfor�
with the changes in Section 1. Amends the nefinition of "finr'er".
Soecifies that failure to comolv with disclosure recuirements
relating to finders shall not affect validity of the bond issue.
Section 4: Authorizes, as the basis of awar� of state bonds, the
use of either the lowest net interest or lowest true interest r,ost.
Section 5: Reinstates the interest rate of 8% per annum on soecial
assessment liens; increases from 10 to 15 years-the nay-back oeriod.
Section 6: Raises to $5 00 the minimum denomination of bonds issued
under Chanter 170, and authorizes floatinq interest rates as
provided in Section 215.84.
Section 7: Authorizes, for water and se'-'ler systi:>m imnrovements, a
floating interest rate like that provided in Chapter 170, for
m unicipal impro•,emen ts.
Section 8: Authorizes for water and sewer �istricts the use of a
floating interest rate like that in Section 7; allo�s the courtv
commission ,-,hen actin<1 as a district hoaro to ad1ust the irterest
rate and duration of special assessments under this Chaoter.

82h0175in0
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Bill Number
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STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT I�YACT
In comoliance with Rule 7.16, there is herebv submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governments as a •o1hole.

�
========================================================================-----------II.

III.

IV.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS
A. Non-Recurrina or First YPar Start-UP E ffects
Insignificant

B.

Recurrina or Annualized Continuation Effects
None

C.

Lonq Run Effects other than Norm�l Growth
Indeterminate. Use of time interest cost as a hasis of award should
result in some savings on interest costs.

D.

APpropriations Conseouences/Source of Funds
None

FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS A WHOLE
·A. Non-Recurrina or First Year Start-UP Effects
None

B.

Recurrina or Annualized Continuation Effects
Indeterminate, but the relaxed reauirements should result in some
savings to the local governments.·

C.

Lonq Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Permitting the municipality to charge 8% interest on s�ecial
assessments would permit establishment of a revolving fund which
could be used for future imorovements.

COMMENTS:
This act takes effect July 1, 1982.

(Page 2 of 2)
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I.

DESCRIPTION OF BI LL
A. Fund or Tax Affected
State and Local Bond Issues

B.

Principal Agency Affected
Division of Bond Finance and Local Governments

C.

Sponsor's Statement of Purpose
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This bill amends the bond disclosure provisions of Chapter 218,

Florida Statutes; amends the interest rate, denomination of bonds,
and pay-back period of special assessments for municipal
improvements; and amends interest rates on special assessments for
water and sewer improvements.

D.

Narrative Summary
Section 1: Defines "unit of local government" and "general
obligation or revenue bonds"; requires the Division of Bond Finance
to maintain information on state as well as local government bond
issues, and expands coverage and scope of the bond newsletter.

Section 2: Requires local governments to report to the Division of
Bond Finance all of its outstanding general obligation and revenue
bonds and to provide advance notice of sale and the final official
statement for any new issue of bonds. Limits disclosure
requirements in competitive sales; narrows the definition of
"finder" and provides that failure to disclose a finder's fee shall
not affect validity of the bond issue; requires that the post-award
disclosure statement be filed only with the Division; and requires
only the managing underwriter be disclosed. If the local government
fails to verify data held by the Division of Bond Finance, the
amendment requires the Department of Banking and Finance, upon
notification, to withhold any funds payable to the local government
which are not pledged for bond debt service satisfaction.
Section 3:

Removes requirements that all members of the governing

body sign the post-delivery statement and that the compliance

statement be printed on the bond. Deletes definitions to conform
with the changes in Section 1. Amends the definition of "finder".
Specifies that failure to comply with disclosure requirements
1·elating to finde1·s shall not ,1ffecL v.:ilidity of Lile bond issue.

Section 4: Authorizes, as the basis of award of state bonds, the
use of either the lowest net interest or lowest true interest cost.

Section 5: Reinstates the interest rate of 8% per annum on special
assessment liens; increases from 10 to 15 years the pay-back period.
Section 6: Raises to $500 the minimum denomination of bonds issued
under Chapter 170, and authorizes floating interest rates as
provided in Section 215.84.
Section 7: Authorizes, for water and sewer system improvements, a
floating interest rate like that provided in Chapter 170, for
municipal improvements.

Section 8: Authorizes for water and sewer districts the use of a
floating interest rate like that in Section 7; allows the county
commission, when acting as a district board, to adjust the interest
rate and duration of special assessments under this Chapter.
82h0175al0
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STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1982
FISCAL NOTE

HB 175
Bi 11 Number
As Amended

STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT IMPACT
In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governments as a whole.
II.

III.

IV.

'

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
Insignificant
B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
None

C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Indeterminate. Use of time interest cost as a basis of award should
result in some savings on interest costs.

D.

Appropriations Consequences/Source of Funds
None

FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS A WHOLE
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
None
B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Indeterminate, but the relaxed requirements should result in some
savings to the local governments.

C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Reinstating authority to charge 8% interest on special assessments
would permit establishment of a revolving fund which could be used
for future improvements.

COMMENTS:
This act takes effect July 1, 1982.
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Y!'as-35
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Childers D.
Dunn
Frank
Gersten
Gordon
Grizzle
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Hair

Henderson
Hill
.Jenkins

Jenne
Jennings

.Tohnston

Kirkpatrick
Langley

Lewis
Margolis
:\Iaxwel!
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Rehm

Renick
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart
Tobiassen
Trask
Ware

Nays-1
Stevens
Vote after roll call:
Yea-W. D. Childers, Vogt
CS for SB 201 was laid on the table.
SPECIAL ORDER
SB 187-A bill to be entitled An act relating to education;
amending s. 232.26(1)(b), Florida Statutes; allowing a school
principal to suspend a student without first employing parental
assistan�e or other alternative measures in certain circum
stances; providing an effective date.

Amendment 5A-On page 1, line 17, strike period "(.)" after
"officials" and insert: and to a limited degree school officials
stand i11 loco parentis to students.
Amendment 5 as amended was adopted.
Senators Poole and Maxwell offered the following amendment
which was moved by Senator Poole and adopted:
Amendment 6-ln title on page 1, line 6, after the semi
colon (;) insert: providing procedures for search of students
and students' lockers and storage areas by school officials; re
quiring notice; requiring reports to law enforcement agencies·
requiring seized objects or substances to be delivered to a law
enforcement agency;

On motion by Senator Maxwell, by two-thirds vote SB 187 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en
grossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas--36

Senator McKnight presiding

Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Dunn
Gersten
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson

Senators Poole and Maxwell offered the following substitute
amendment which was moved by Senator Poole:

Nays-l

-was taken up with pending Amendment 4.

Amendment 5-On page 2, between lines 2 and 3, insert:
Section 2. (1) The Legislature finds that the case law of this
state provides that relaxed standards of search and seizure
apply unde1 the State Constitution to searches of students and
students' effects by school officials, owing to the special re
fationship between students and school officials. Accordingly,
it is the purpose of this section to provide procedures by which
school officials may search students and their effects within the
bounds of the case law established by the courts of this state.
(2) A principal of a public school or a school employee
designated by the principal may search a student's locker or
other storage area if he has reasonable suspicion that a pro
hibited or illegally possessed substance or object is contained
within the locker or storage area.
(3) A principal of a public school or a school employee
designated by the principal who has reasonable suspicion that a
student has on his person a prohibited or illegally possessed
substance or object or a concealed weapon may subject the
student to a physical search.
(4) The school board shall cause to be posted in each public
school, in a place readily seen by students, a notice stating that
a student's locker or other storage area is subject to search,
upon reasonable suspicion, for prohibited or illegally possessed
substances or objects, and that a student's person is subject to
search, upon reasonable suspicion, for prohibited or illegally
possessed substances or objects or for concealed weapons.
(5) A principal of a public school who, on the basis of a
search conducted pursuant to subsection (2) or subsection (3),
has probable cause to believe that a student has committed an
unlawful act upon premises under the supervision of the princi
pal shall report such information to the appropriate law en
forcement agency, and shall deliver to the appropriate law
enforcement agency any prohibited or illegally possessed sub
stance or object or any concealed weapon discovered as a result
of such search.
( 6) This section shall not be construed to prohibit the use
o:f metal detectors or specially trained animals in the course of
a search authorized by subsection (2) or subsection (3).
( Renumber subsequent section.)
Senators McClain and Jenne offered the following amendment
to Amendment 5 which was moved by Senator Jenne and
adopted:

Hill
Jenkins
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirknatrick
Langley
Lewis
Margolis

]\�axwell
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Rehm
Renick
Scott

Skinner
Steinberg
Stevens
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware

Frank
Vote after roll call:
Yea-W. D. Childers
On motion by Senator Maxwell, the rules were waived and
SB 187 after being engrossed was ordered immediately cer
tified to the House.
(__ SB 34q;._A bill to be entitled An act relating to financial
mattet's;- amending s. 218.37, Florida Statutes; providing def
initions; providing duties of the Division of Bond Finance of
the Department of General Services with respect to general ob
ligation bonds and revenue bonds of units of local government
and the state; providing for rules; providing duties of the
advisory council to the division; amending s. 218.38, Florida
Statutes; providing duties of units of local government with
respect to information furnished the division regarding out
standing bonds and new bond issues; revising provisions relating
to information filed with the division after delivery of bonds
sold at public sale by competitive bid; exempting certain bonds
from such provisions; requiring that certain information be filed
with the division after delivery of certain bonds sold by nego
tiated bond sales; requiring the underwriter or financial con
sultant to file certain information with the unit of local
government; requiring that information regarding both types
of bond issues be maintained by the division and the unit of
local government as a public record; providing for verification
of information on bonded obligations by units of local govern
ment upon request of the division; providing procedures when
the unit of local government fails to verify or provide required
information; amending s. 218.385, Florida Statutes; deleting
certain specific requirements with respect to a resolution au
thorizing a negotiated sale; requiring information regarding
any finder to be furnished to the unit of local government by
certain persons; specifying that failure to comply with said
section or s. 218.38, Florida Statutes, shall not affect the validity
of a bond issue; providing for application of certain sanctions;
amending s. 218.386, Florida Statutes: redefining "finder":
prohibiting payment of finders' fees by financial advisers unless
disclosure is made; specifying that violation of the section shall
not affect the validity of a bond issue; amending s. 215.68(5)(c),
Florida Statutes; allowing bonds issued pursuant to the State
Bond Act to be awarded on the basis of either the lowest net
interest cost or the lowest true interest cost, as determined by
resolution of the division; amending s. 170.09, Florida Statutes;
revising interest rate and number of yearly installments for
payment of special assessments for municipal improvements;
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amending s. 170.17, Florida Statutes; revising specified denom
ination and interest rate for improvement bonds; amending s.
153.05(9), Florida Statutes; providing a cap on interest rates
charged on special assessments for water and sewer improve
ments; amending s. 153.73(11) (a), Florida Statutes, and adding
subsection ( 14) thereto, to authorize changes in interest on, and
duration of, installment payments on assessments under certain
circumstances; providing for repeal and review of the advisory
council in accordance with the Sundown Act; providing an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer
Affairs recommended the following amendments which were
moved by Senator Stuart and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 6, strike all of lines 3-9 and insert:
(b)l.

Excluding for the purposes of this paragraph those�

315

utes, requiring nursing homes holding residents' personal funds
to file surety bonds with the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services; amending s. 400.427(2), Florida Stat
utes, modifying bonding requirements for adult congregate
living facilities; providing that currently bonded nursing home
and ACLF licensees need not transfer bonds; amending s.
400.402 ( 8), ( 11), Florida Statutes, redefining the term "personal
services"; redefining the term "supervision of self-administered
medication"; amending s. 400.411, Florida Statutes; requiring
notification of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services in certain circumstances; requiring specific informa
tion included in a license application for an adult congregate
living facility; amending s. 400.418(1)(c), Florida Statutes;
providing for the use of trust fund moneys; providing for
review and repeal in accordance with the Regulatory Sunset
Act; providing an effective date.
-was taken up out of order and read the first time by title
and SB 684 was laid on the table.

�rang ee&M &f � � 94 +9eM �-nt autl½0Fi11ee
&¥ geneFa+ &F � l&w te i-seue general obligation and reve
nue bonds issued pursuant to the provisions of part Ill of

On motion by Senator Tobiassen, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 684 was read the second time by title.

the

Senator Tobiassen moved the following amendments which
were adopted:

Chapter 154, parts II, Ill, and V of Chapter 159, and part II
of Chapter 243, &F � b0n-ds; ineuaH¼g' � a-ssessmeB4;
� each unit of local government shall, within 120 days after

Amendment 2-On page 7, strike all of lines 19-23 and insert:

(c)l. Excluding for the purposes of this paragraph those
general obligation and revenue bonds issued pursuant to the
provisions of part Ill of chapter 154, parts II, III, and V of
chapter 159, and part II of chapter 243, each unit of local
government shall, within 120 days after the delivery of

Amendment 3-On page 9, strike all of lines 8-11 and insert:
comply. Upon notification, and pending receipt by the division
of the required information, the Department of Banking and
Finance shall withhoid any funds not pledged for bond debt
service satisfaction which are payable to such tfte governmental
entity Uii-iH tfte �J taf&� ¼ft Feeeivee &;; tfte �Amendment 4-0n page 9, line 15, strike "may !!ft-Ml" and
insert: shall
On motion by Senator Stuart, by two-thirds vote SB 340 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-34
McClain
Anderson
Hill
McKnight
Jenkins
Beard
Neal
Carlucci
Jennings
Peterson
Childers, D.
Johnston
Poole
Dunn
Kirkpatrick
Rehm
Langley
Frank
Renick
Lewis
Gersten
Scott
Margolis
Hair
Skinner
Henderson
Maxwell
Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-W. D. Childers, Grizzle, Jenne

Steinberg
Stevens
Stuart
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware

On motion by Senator Tobiassen, by unanimous consent
By the Committee on Health and Rehabilitative Services and
Senator TobiassenCS for SB 684-A bill to be entitled An act relating to long
term care facilities; amending s. 400.062(3), Florida Statutes,
authorizing the regulating agency to prorate nursing home
license fees when a license is issued for less than 1 year;
amending s. 400.111( 1), Florida Statutes, authorizing the regu
lating agency to issue nursing home licenses for periods of
less than 1 year; modifying time frames for submitting an
application for a nursing home license under certain circum
stances; providing a limit on the aggregate amount which
a licensee may be fined for late renewal; exempting certain
licensees from late fees; amending s. 400.162(5), Florida Stat-

Amendment 1-On page 11, line 14, after the period (.)
insert:
Section 9. Subsection (1) of section 400.417, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
400.417 Expiration of license; renewal; conditional license
or permit.(!) Licenses issued for the operation of a facility, unless
sooner suspended or revoked, shall expire automatically 1 year
from the date of issuance. Ninety days prior to the expiration
date, an application for renewal shall be submitted to the de
partment, and licenses shall be renewed upon the filing of an
application on forms furnished by the department if the appli
cant has first met the requirements established under this
part and all rules promulgated hereunder. The failure to file a
timely application shall result in a late fee charged to the
facility in an amount equal to 50 percent of the fee in effect on
the last preceding regular renewal date. Late fees shall be de
posited into the trust fund established by s. 400.418. The fa
cility shall file with the application satisfactory proof of
Hftll-neia+ ability to operate and conduct the facility in accord
ance with the requirements of this part. Applicants for renewal

of license who have complied on the initial license application
with the provisions of s. 400.411, with respect to proof of
financial ability to operate, shall not be required to provide
proof of financial ability on renewal applications unless a
facility has demonstrated financial instability as evidenced
by bad checks, delinquent accounts, nonpayment of withhold
ing taxes, utility expenses, and other essential services. In addi

tion, the department shall have access to books, records, and
any other financial documents maintained by the facility to the
extent necessary to carry out the purpose of this section.

Section 10. Section 400.434, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
400.434 Right of entry and inspection.-Any duly designated
officer or employee of the department or the state or local
fire marshal shall have the right to enter unannounced upon
and into the premises of any facility licensed pursuant to this
part in order to determine the state of compliance with the
provisions of this part and of rules or standards in force pur
suant thereto. The right of entry and inspection shall also
extend to any premises which the department has reason to
believe is being operated or maintained as a facility without a
license, but no such entry or inspection of any premises shall
be made without the permission of the owner or person in
charge thereof, unless a warrant is first obtained from the
circuit court authorizing same. Any application for a facility
license or renewal thereof made pursuant to this part shall
constitute permission for, and complete acquiescence in, any
entry or inspection of the premises for which the license is
soui;ht, in order to facilitate verification of the information
submitted on or in connection with the application. The provi
sions of this section or of any other section in this part shall
not be deemed to permit random sample auditing of persons
licensed pursuant to this part unless the solvency of the facilit11
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information; amending s. 218.385, Florida

2

Statutes; deleting certain specific

3

requirements with respect to a resolution

4

authorizing a negotiated sale; requiring

5

information regarding any finder to be

6

furnished to the unit of local government by

7

certain persons; specifying that failure to

8

comply with said section or s. 218.38, Florida

9

Statutes, shall not affect the validity of a

10

bond issue; providing for application of

11

certain sanctions; amending s. 218.386, Florida

12

Statutes; redefining "finder"; prohibiting

13

payment of finders' fees by financial advisers

14

unless disclosure is made; specifying that

15

violation of the section shall not affect the

16

validity of a bond issue; amending s.

17

215.68(5)(c), Florida Statutes; allowing bonds

18

issued pursuant to the State Bond Act to be

19

awarded on the basis of either the lowest net

20

interest cost or the lowest true interest cost,

21

as determined by resolution of the division;

22

amending s. 170.09, Florida Statutes; revising

23

interest rate and number of yearly installments

24

for payment of special assessments for

25

municipal improvements; amending s. 170.17,

26

Florida Statutes; revising specified

27

denomination and interest rate for improvement

28

bonds; amending s. 153.05(9), Florida Statutes;

29

providing a cap on interest rates charged on

30

special assessments for water and sewer

31

improvements; amending s. 153.73(ll)(a),
2
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1

Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (14)

2

thereto, to authorize changes in interest on,

3

and duration of, installment payments on

4

assessments under certain circumstances;

5

providing for repeal and review of the advisory

6

council in accordance with the Sundown Act;

7

providing an effective date.

8
9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
11
12
13
14
15

Section 1.

Section 218.37, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
218.37

Powers and duties of Division of Bond Finance;

advisory council.-(1)

As used in this section and in ss. 218.38,

16

218.385, and 218.386, "unit of local government," except where

17

exception is made, means a county, municipality, special

18

district, local agency, authority, consolidated city-county

19

government, or any other local governmental body or public

20

body corporate and politic authorized or created by general or

21

special law and granted the power to issue general obligation

22

or revenue bonds, where the words "general obligation or

23

revenue bonds" for said sections shall be interpreted to

24

include within their scope general obligation bonds, revenue

25

bonds, special assessment bonds, limited revenue bonds,

26

special obligation bonds, debentures, and other similar

27

instruments, but not bond anticipation notes.

28

illfit

The Division of Bond Finance of the Department

29

of General Services, with respect to both general obligation

30

bonds and revenue bonds, shall:

31
3
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(a)
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Provide information, upon request of a unit of

2

local government, on the preliminary planning of a new bond

3

issue.

4

(b)

Collect, maintain, and make available information

5

on outstanding bonds of ieeai units of local government and of

6

the state.

7

(c)

Serve as a clearinghouse for information on aii

8

ieeai bond issues of units of local �overnment and of the

9

state.

10
11
12
13
14

(d)

Undertake or commission studies on methods to

reduce the costs of local s�a�e and state ieeai bond issues.
(e)

Recommend changes in law and in local practices to

improve the sale and servicing of local bonds.
(f)

Issue a regular newsletter to issuers,

15

underwriters, attorneys, investors, and other parties within

16

the bond community and the general public containing

17

information of interest �fte p�8iie 7 aeeePi8ift� pPepesea aew

18

8eaa iee�ee7 aew 8eaa eaiee7 Pe£�aaia�e7 aaa e��ep peP��fteft�

19

�ftiePffla�iea relating to local and state bonds.

20

may charge fees for subscriptions to the newsletter.

21

(g)

The division

Issue an annual report to the Legislature

22

describing the operations of the division relating to this

23

section and s. 218.38.

24

(h)

Provide the Department of Banking and Finance with

25

current available information on all outstanding bond issues

26

and proposed new bond issues of units of local government and

27

of the state.

28

illt2t

The Division of Bond Finance of the Department

29

of General Services may adopt rules to implement the

30

provisions of this section and ss. s� 218.38 and 218.385.

31
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illf37

The governing board of the Division of Bond

2

Finance shall appoint an advisory council to consult with and

3

assist the division in wi�� the implementation of this section

4

and ss. 218.38 and 218.385.

5

following:

6

(a)

7

banking industry.

8

(b)

The council shall consist of the

Two representatives of the municipal investment
Two representatives of ±eea± units of local

9

government.

10

(c)

11

illf47

Two representatives from the general public.
A member of the council is not entitled to a

12

salary for duties performed as a member of the council, except

13

that the members, other than public officers, shall receive

14

the per diem authorized for legislators, and each member is

15

entitled to reimbursement for travel and other necessary

16

expenses incurred in the performance of official duties.

17
18

Section 2.

Section 218.38, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

19

218.38

Notice of bond issues required; verification.-

20

(l)(a)

Each unit of local government att�fterieee ey

21

�eftera± er e�eeia± ±aw �e ieette �efteral ee±i�a�ieft eeftee er

22

revefttte eeftee7 ifteitteift� e�eeial aeeeeeffleft� eeftee7 shall

23

furnish the Division of Bond Finance of the Department of

24

General Services a complete description of all of its

25

outstanding general obligation and revenue bonds and shall

26

also provide the division with advance afty notice of the

27

impending sale of any new issue of bonds, and also with a copy

28

of the final official statement, if any is published, all as

29

required by rules of the division. eale er effieia± e�a�effleft�

30

fer �fte �ttr�eee ef efferift� eeftee7 �rier �e ea±e7 fer

31

ifte±tteieft ift ��e eefte ftewele��er�

Failttre �e etteffli� �rier

5
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1

Re��ee ef a �re�esea aew eeRe isstte shall ae� affee� �he

2

val�a��Y ef �he eeRe �sstte�

3

(b)l.

�Re geverRiag eea�a ef Each unit of local

4

government, but excluding for the purposes of this paragraph

5

those aM�Reriaea ey geaeral er s�ee�al law �e �ssMe general

6

obligation and revenue bonds issued pursuant to the provisions

7

of part III of chapter 154, parts II, III, and V of chapter

8

159 1 and part II of chapter 243, er reveaMe eeaas, iaelMe�ag

9

s�ee�al aseeeemea� eeaae, shall, within 120 days after the

10

delivery �seMaaee of any such bonds which were sold at public

11

sale by competitive bids, file with the division ef Beaa

12

Ftaaaee, on forms prescribed by the division aaa eigRea ey all

13

meeere ef �Re eeara, the following information �e �he eest

14

kaewleage ef eaeR eeara meeer:

15
16
17

a.

The name and address of the managing eaeh

underwriter, if any, connected with the bond issue;
b.

The name and address of any attorney or financial

18

consultant who advised the unit of local government with

19

respect to the bond issue;

20

c.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid, in connection

21

with the bond issue, by any underwriter or financial

22

consultant to any person not regularly employed or engaged by

23

such underwriter or consultant; and meaegemea� fee ehargea ey

24

�Re Maeerwrt�er,

25

d.

Any other fee paid by the unit of local government

26

with respect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to

27

attorneys or financial consultants.

28

wRieR �Re Maeerwri�er eM�eete �e real½ae,

29
30

e�

�he ttReerwr���ag e�reaa

Aay fee, eeaMe7 er gre�Mi�y �aia7 ½R eeaaee�½ea

wt�R �Re eeaa ieeMe, ey �Re ttaaerwr½ter er ftaaRetal

31
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eeHeH±�eH� �e eHy pePeeH He� Pe�H±eP±y eMp±eyea 8Y �fte

2

HHaePWPi�ep 6P eeHeH±�eH�7 aHa
f�

3

AHy e�fteP fee paia 8Y �fte HH�� ef ±eee± �evePl'\l!leH�

4

wi�ft peepee� �e �fte 8eHa ieeHe7 iHe±HaiH� eHy fee peia �e

5

e��ePHeye eP fiHeHeie± eeHeH±�eH�e�
2.

6

Within 90 days after the delivery of such �iMe ef

7

ee±e ef eHy bonds, the managing underwriter or financial

8

consultant shall file with the 8Y a HHi� ef ±eee± �evePl'\l!leH�

9

�e eH HHaePwPi�eP7 �fte HHaePwPi�ep efte±± fi±e wi�ft �fte

10

BivieieH ef BeHa FiHeHee eHa �fte unit of local government a

11

ewePH statement containing the information required by

12

subparagraph eH8-eH8pePe�pepfte c. 7 a�; eHa e� of subparagraph

13

l.

14

�

The information disclosed pursuant to this

15

paragraph shall be maintained by the division and by the unit

16

of local government as a public record aHa efte±± e±ee 8e fi±ea

17

wi�ft �fte e±ePk ef �fte eiPeHi� eeHP� ef eeeft eeHH�Y iH WftieA

18

�Ae HHi� ef ±eee± �evePl'\l!leH� Aee aH�ftePi�y.

19

(c)l.

Each unit of local government, but excluding for

20

the purposes of this paragraph those general obligation and

21

revenue bonds issued pursuant to the provisions of part III of

22

chapter 154, parts II, III, and V of chapter 159, and part II

23

of chapter 243 1 shall, within 120 days after the delivery of

24

any such bonds which were sold by negotiated bond sale

25

authorized by s. 218.385, file with the division on forms

26

prescribed by the division the following information:

27
28
29

a.

The name and address of the managing underwriter,

if any, connected with the bond issue;
b.

The name and address of any attorney or financial

30

consultant who advised the unit of local government with

31

respect to the bond issue;
7
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Any management fee charged by the managing

underwriter, if any;
d.

The underwriting spread which the managing

underwriter, if any, expects to realize;
e.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid in connection with

6

the bond issue, by any underwriter or financial consultant to

7

any person not regularly employed or engaged by such

8

underwriter or consultant; and

9

f.

Any other fee paid by the unit of local government

10

with respect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to

11

attorneys or financial consultants.

12

2.

Within 90 days after the delivery of such bonds,

13

the managing underwriter or financial consultant shall file

14

with the unit of local government a statement containing the

15

information required by subparagraphs c., d., and e. of

16

subparagraph l.

17

3.

The information disclosed pursuant to this

18

paragraph shall be maintained by the division and by the unit

19

of local government as a public record.

20

(2)

Each unit of local government shall, upon request

21

of the division a��Aerieea ey law �e iee�e �eaerel eeli�a�iea

22

eeaae er revea�e eeaaeT iftel�aift� epeeial eeeeeeMeft� eeftaeT

23

eAellT ea ae�ee ee�eelieAea ey �Ae Bivieieft ef Beaa Fiaeaee ef

24

�e Bepar�Meft� ef 6eaerel Servieee, verify the information

25

held by the division relating to the bonded obligations of the

26

unit of local government.

27

(3)

If a unit of local government fails to verifyT

28

pursuant to subsection (2)T the information held by the

29

division, or fails to provide a eeMple�e aeeerip�iea ef al;

30

e��e�eftaia� eeftae p�re�ea� �e pere�repA tlttat er the

31

information required by subsection pere�rapA (l)tet, the
8
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division shall notify the Legislative Auditing Committee of

2

such �Ae failure to comply.

3

notification of failure to comply with these provisions, the

4

Legislative Auditing Committee may:
(a)

5
6

Following receipt of such

In the case of a city or county, notify the

Department of Revenue and the Department of Banking and

7

Finance that the ieeai unit of local government has failed to

8

comply.

9

Finance� eAaii withhold any funds payable to such tAe

Upon notification, the Department of Banking and

10

governmental entity until the required information is received

11

by the division.

12

(b)

In the case of a special district, notify the

13

Department of Veteran and Community Affairs that the special

14

district has failed to comply.

15

Department of Veteran and Community Affairs� eAaii proceed

16

pursuant to ss. 189.008 and 189.009.
Section 3.

17
18

218.385
fit

�Ae wera Ueeftae� ae Heea ift �Aie eeetieft eAaii

ifteiHae tAe feiiewift� Meaft*ft�e ae aefiftea�

23
24

Local government €eHft�Y 7 MHft*e*pai 7 epee*ai

aietriet bonds; sale.--

21
22

Sections 218.385 and 218.386, Florida

Statutes, are amended to read:

19
20

Upon notification, the

fat

UGefterai eeii�atieft eeftae 7U WA*eA ape eeii�atiefte

ef a Hftit eeeHrea ey tAe fHii fa*tA afta ePeait7 er payaeie

25

fpeffi tAe preeeeae ef aa vaiereM �aKee7 ef �Ae �evePftMefttai

26

Hftit�

27

fet

UReveftHe eeftae7 U WA*eA ape eeii�at*efte ef a Hft*t

28

te pay �Ae eeet ef a eeif-i*�Hiaat*ft� pPe;eet 7 iMpPeVeMeftte

29

tAePeef 7 er a eeeiftatieft ef efte ep Mere pre;ee�e er

30

tM�reveMeftte tAereef7 �ayaeie freM �Ae earft*ft�e ef e�eA

31
9
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1

pre;eet aHa aHy e�fter speeia¼ fHaas aH�fterieee �e ee p¼ee�ee

2

as aaeitieHa¼ seeHri�y �fterefer�

3

fe1

U�im�tea reveaHe eeHas7U Wft�eft are ee¼i�a�ieHs

4

�ssHea ey a HHit �e pay �fte ees� ef a pre;eet; imprevemeH�

5

�ftereef, er a eeM�Ha�ieH ef eHe er mere pre;ee�s er

6

imprevemeHte tftereef; payae¼e frem fHHas eHe¼He�ve ef ae

7

va¼erem taHes; speeia¼ assessmeH�s, er earHiH!S frem sHeft

8

pre;eets er imprevemeHts�

9

f«t

USpeeia¼ asseesmeHt eeH«s,U Wftieft are eeaae �fta�

10

previae fer eapi�a¼ imprevemeH�s aft« are paia iH whe¼e er ift

11

part ey ¼evyiH! aft« ee¼¼eetiH! epeeia¼ aseessmea�s eft �fte

12

aeHttiH!; aa;e�ftiH!; eeftt��eHe, er etfter epeeia¼¼y eeaefi�ea

13

preperty�

14

illf�1

All general obligation and revenue bonds sold

15

by a unit of local government, as defined in s. 218.37

16

�i�di(l), shall be sold at public sale by competitive bids at

17

such place or places as the governing body shall determine to

18

receive proposals for the purchase of such tfte bonds.

19

of such tfte sale shall be published one or more times at least

20

10 days prior to the date of sale in one or more newspapers or

21

financial journals published within or without the state and

22

shall contain such terms as the governing body shall deem

23

advisable and proper under the circumstances.

24

governing body shall by resolution adopted at a public meeting

Notice

However, if the

25

determine that a negotiated sale of such �fte bonds is in the

26

best interest of the issuer, the governing body may negotiate

27

for sale of such �he bonds.

28

(a )

In the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale,

29

the local governing body shall provide specific findings as to

30

the reasons requiring the negotiated sale.

31

iHe¼Hae7 eHt ftet ee ¼imitea �e; eharaeterie�iee ef �he eefta

�he reaeefte efta¼¼

10
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½SSMe aae �Peva½i½ag fflaPket eeae½t½eae tHat aeeeee½tate a

2

aeget½atee eaie�
(b)

3

A resolution authorizing a negotiated bond sale

4

may be the same resolution as that authorizing the issuance of

5

such tHe bonds.
ffif3t

6

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds

7

offered by a unit of local government shall be opened in

8

public.

9

awarded by resolution to the lowest bid consistent with the

10

Such bonds when competitively bid, tHe seaee shall be

notice of sale.
filf4t

11

No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be

12

rejected unless all bids are rejected.

13

rejected, such �He bonds may be sold thereafter at public sale

14

by competitive bids or by negotiated sale pursuant to this

15

section.

16

fSt

If all bids are

He seae e£ a MR½� e£ ieeai gevePftfflea� eHaii se

17

ieeMee Maieee tHe £aee eP PevePee �HePee£ eea�a�ae a

18

e�a�effleat, eHeeM�ea e�tHeP fflaaMaiiy eP sy !aee�ffl�ie e�gaa�MPe,

19

e£ �He appPepP�a�e e££�eeP e£ �He Ma�� e£ ieeai geve�affleR�

20

Pee�eae�eie £ep ieeM�ag �He eeaae �e tHe e££ee� �Hat ieeMaaee

21

e£ �He eeaae Hae eeeR app�evea MRee� tHe p�evieieRe e£ tH½S

22

ae��

�He e�atefflea� eHaii ee eeReiMe�ve ev�aeRee ae �e

23

a�p�evai e£ �He �eeMaRee e£ tHe eeRee aae �Hat tHe

24

Pet!J1:1.iPeffleate e£ �H�e ae� Have eeea £Miiy eefflpiiee w��H�

25

J..!lf6t

In the event the local governing body decides

26

to negotiate for a sale of bonds, the eeR�e� managing

27

underwriter, or financial consultant or adviser if applicable,

28

shall provide to the unit of local government, prior to the

29

award of bonds to the eea½eP managing underwriter, a

30

disclosure statement containing the following information:

31
11
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An itemized list setting forth the nature and

2

estimated amounts of expenses to be incurred by the managing

3

underwriters in connection with the issuance of such �fte

4

bonds.

5

include an item for miscellaneous expenses, provided it

6

includes only minor items of expense which cannot be easily

7

categorized elsewhere in the statement.

8
9
10

Notwithstanding the foregoing, any such list may

(b)

The names, addresses, and estimated amounts of

compensation of any finders, as defined in s. 218.386,
connected with the issuance of the bonds.

pereeft Wfte eft�ere

11

ift�e aft �ftaere�aft&ift� wi�ft ei�fter �fte ise�er er ffiafta��ft�

12

�ftaerwri�ere7 er ee�ftT fer afty paia er preffi�eea eeffipeftea�ieft

13

er vai�aeie eefteiaera�ieft7 airee�iy er iftairee�iy7 eKpreeeiy

14

er iffipiiea7 �e ae� eeieiy ae aft ift�erffieaiary ee�weeft �fte

15

iee�er ana ffiana�ift� �ftaerwri�ere er Wfte eKere�ses er a��effip�e

16

�e exereiee afty iftfi�eftee �e effee� afty �rafteae�ieft ift �fte

17

p�reftaee ef �fte eeftae�

18
19

(c)

20
21

The amount of underwriting spread expected to be

realized.
(d)

Any management fee charged by the managing

underwriters.

22

(e)

Any other fee, bonus, and other compensation

23

estimated to be paid by the managing underwriters in

24

connection with the bond issue to any person not regularly

25

employed or retained by it �fte ffiafta�ift� �ftaerwri�ere.

26

(f)

The name and address of the managing eaeft

27

underwriter or underwriters, if any, connected with the bond

28

issue.

29

(g)

30

body may require.

Any other disclosure which the local governing

31
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2

This subsection is not intended to restrict or prohibit the

3

employment of professional services relating to local

4

government bond issues.

5

(5)

Failure of a unit of local government to comply

6

with one or more provisions of this section or s. 218.38 shall

7

not affect the validity of the bond issue; however, upon such

8

failure to comply the unit of local government shall be

9

subject to the sanctions provided in s. 218.38(3).

10
11

218.386
{l)(a)

Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.-As used in this section, "finder" means a

12

personL not regularly employed by7 or not a partner or officer

13

of 7 an underwriter, bank, banker, e� financial consultant or

14

adviser, who enters into an understanding with either the

15

issuer or the managing underwriter, or both, for any paid or

16

promised compensation or valuable consideration directly or

17

indirectly, expressly or implied, to act solely as an

18

intermediary between said issuer and managing underwriter for

19

the purpose of influencing any transaction in the purchase of

20

said bonds wttese ��iffla�y iMRe�ieR iR �ae eeRs��Me�ieR e€ a

21

aeRa issMe is �e iR€iMeHee �ae ae�Misi�ieH e€ a eeH��ae� €�eM

22

�ae �ssMiR� aeay.

23

{b)

No underwriter, commercial bank, investment

24

banker, or financial consultant or adviser shall pay any

25

finder any bonus, fee, or gratuity in connection with the sale

26

of general obligation bonds or revenue bonds7 iReiMa�H�

27

e�eeiai assessMeR� aeHae7 issued by any unit of local

28

government, unless full disclosure is made to the unit of

29

local government prior to or concurrent with the submission of

30

a purchase proposal for bonds by the underwriter, commercial

31

bank, investment banker, or financial consultant or adviser
13
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and subsequently in the official statement or offering

2

circular, if any, detailing the name and address of any finder

3

and the amount of bonus, fee, or gratuity paid to such finder.

4

(2)

Willful violation of this section shall be a

5

felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.

6

775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(3)

No violation of this section shall affect the

validity of the bond issue.
Section 4.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (5) of section

215.68, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
215.68

Issuance of bonds; form; maturity date,

execution, sale, etc.-(5)

(c)

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds

15

offered for sale by the division shall be opened in public.

16

By resolution of the division, such bonds shall be awarded to

17

the lowest bidder.

18

lowest net interest cost or the lowest true interest cost, as

19

set forth in the resolution authorizing the issuance or sale

20

of the bonds.

21

eiierift• te pHreAsee &Heft Beftae et tfte ¼eweet ftet �fttereet

22

eeet7 eHeft eeet te ae seterM�ftea ay aeaHet�ft• tAe tete¼ eMeHftt

23

ei preM�HM a�a ireM er saatft• tfte tete¼ SM&Hftt ei aieeeHftt ata

24

te tfte s••re•ste SM&Hftt ei tfttereet Wft�eft w�¼¼ eeerHe eft &Heft

25

aeftae Hftt�¼ tAetr reepeet�ve MStHrtttee7 wttfteHt reiereftee te

26

sfty prevtetefte £er prter reaeMptteft ei eHeA aeftae�

27
28
29

The basis of award may be either the

ay reee¼Htieft ei tfte aeera te tAe aiaaer

Section 5.

Section 170.09, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
170.09

Priority of lien; interest; and method of

30

payment.--The special assessments shall be payable at the time

31

and in the manner stipulated in the resolution providing for
14
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the improvement; shall remain liens, coequal with the lien of

2

all state, county, district, and municipal taxes, superior in

3

dignity to all other liens, titles, and claims, until paid;

4

shall bear interest, at a rate not to exceed 8 percent per

5

annum, or, if bonds are issued pursuant to this chapter, at a

6

rate not to exceed 1 percent above the rate of interest at

7

which the improvement bonds authorized pursuant to this

8

chapter and used for the improvement are sold, from the date

9

of the acceptance of the improvement; and may, by the

10

resolution aforesaid, be made payable in not more than 15 i9

11

equal yearly installments, to which, if not paid when due,

12

there shall be added a penalty at the rate of 1 percent per

13

month, until paid.

14

without interest at any time within 30 days after the

15

improvement is completed and a resolution accepting the same

16

has been adopted by the governing authority.

17
18
19

Section 6.

However, the assessments may be paid

Section 170.17, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
170.17

Denomination of bonds, interest, place of

20

payment, form, signatures, coupons and delivery.--All bonds

21

issued under this chapter shall be the denomination of $500

22

�i99, or some multiple thereof, and shall bear interest as

23

provided in s. 215.84 a� a MH�fe�� �a�e He� eMeeea�H� ��s

24

�e�eeH� �e� aHHM�, payable annually or semiannually thereafter

25

until maturity, and 10 percent per annum after maturity, and

26

both principal and interest shall be payable at such place or

27

places as the governing authority may determine.

28

such bonds shall be fixed by resolution of the governing

29

authority of the municipality and said bonds shall be signed

30

by the mayor or chief executive officer of the municipality

31

and the clerk or other like officers thereof, under the seal

The form of

15
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1

of the municipality; the coupons, if any, shall be executed by

2

the facsimile signatures of said officers.

3

any bond and coupon so executed at any time thereafter shall

4

be valid although before the date of delivery the person

5

signing such bond or coupons shall cease to hold office.

6
7
8
9
10

Section 7.

The delivery of

Subsection (9) of section 153.05, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
153.05

Water system improvements and sanitary sewers;

special assessments.-(9)

Any assessments may be paid at the office of the

11

county tax collector within 30 days after the confirmation

12

thereof, without interest.

13

be payable in equal annual installments, with interest at 8

14

percent per annum, or, if bonds are issued pursuant to this

15

chapter, at a rate not to exceed l percent above the rate of

Thereafter all assessments shall

16

interest at which the improvement bonds authorized pursuant to

17

this chapter and used for improvements are sold, from the

18

expiration of said 30 days in each of the succeeding 20

19

calendar years at the time or times in each year at which the

20

general county taxes are payable; provided, however, that the

21

commission may by resolution fix a shorter period of payment

22

for any assessment; provided, further, that any assessment may

23

be paid at any time before due, together with interest accrued

24

thereon to the date of payment.

25

Section 8.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (11), of

26

section 153.73, Florida Statutes, is amended, and subsection

27

(14) is added to said section, to read:

28

153.73

Assessable improvements; levy and payment of

29

special assessments.--Any district may provide for the

30

construction or reconstruction of assessable improvements as

31

defined in s. 153.52, and for the levying of special
16
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assessments upon benefited property for the payment thereof,

2

under the provisions of this section.

3

(ll)(a)

Any assessment may be paid at the office of

4

the district clerk within 60 days after the confirmation

5

thereof, without interest.

6

be payable in equal installments, with interest at not

7

exceeding 8 percent per annum� if bonds are issued

8

pursuant to this chapter, at a rate not to exceed 1 percent

9

above the rate of interest at which the improvement bonds

Thereafter all assessments shall

10

authorized pursuant to this chapter and used for improvements

11

are sold, from the expiration of said 60 days in each of the

12

succeeding number of years which the district board shall

13

determine by resolution, not exceeding 20; provided however,

14

that the district board may provide that any assessment may be

15

paid at any time before due, together with interest accrued

16

thereon to the date of payment, if such prior payment shall be

17

permitted by the proceedings authorizing any assessment bonds

18

or other obligations for the payment of which such special

19

assessments have been pledged.

20
21

(14)

If any special assessment made under the

provisions of this chapter to defray the whole or any part of

22

the expense of any such improvement shall be deemed by the

23

district board to be inadequate to meet the obligation owed to

24

bondholders, the district board may adjust the duration of and

25

the interest penalty on installment payments of the assessment

26

so that payments of special assessments shall be sufficient to

27

satisfy the contractual obligation owed by the district to

28

bondholders.

However, such adjustment shall not have the

29

effect of increasing the special assessment of any property,

30

nor shall such adjustment increase the interest rate or the

31

installment payment period beyond the interest rate and
17
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Further, the

1

payment period set forth in subsection (ll)(a):

2

district board, in adjusting the interest rates and the period

3

of payment of assessments, shall follow the provisions of this

4

section providing for notice and hearing to interested persons

5

and providing for passage of resolutions establishing special

6

assessments.

7

Section 9.

In accordance with the intent expressed in

8

s. 11.611, Florida Statutes, subsections (4) and (5) of

9

section 218.37, Florida Statutes, as amended by this act,

10

shall be repealed on October 1, 1988, and the advisory council

11

shall be subject to legislative review as required by s.

12

11.611(4), (5) and (6), Florida Statutes.

13

Section 10.

This act shall take effect July l, 1982.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY
Provides duties of the Division of Bond Finance of the
Department of General Services with respect to general
obligation bonds and revenue bonds of units of local
government and the state. Provides for rules. Provides
duties of the advisory council to the division.
Provides duties of units of local government with respect
to information furnished the division regarding
outstanding bonds and new bond issues. Revises
provisions relating to information filed with the
division after delivery of bonds sold at public sale by
competitive bid and exempts certain bonds from such
provisions. Requires that certain information be filed
with the division after delivery of certain bonds sold by
negotiated bond sale. Requires the underwriter or
financial consultant to file certain information with the
unit of local government. Requires that information
regarding both types of bond issues be maintained by the
division and the unit of local government as a public
record. Provides for verification of information on
bonded obligations by units of local government upon
request of the division. Provides procedures when the
unit of local government fails to verify or provide
required information.
Deletes certain specific requirements with respect to a
resolution authorizing a negotiated sale. Requires
information regarding any finder to be furnished to the
unit of local government by certain persons. Specifies
18
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

that failure to comply shall not affect the validity of a
bond issue. Provides for application of certain
sanctions.

Redefines "finder" and prohibits payment of finders' fees
by financial advisers unless disclosure is made.
Specifies that violation shall not affect the validity of
a bond issue.
Increases from 10 to 15 the number of yearly installments
for payment of special assessments for municipal
improvements, and revises interest rates with respect
thereto. Provides that improvement bonds be issued in
the denomination of $500, or multiples thereof, rather
than $100, and provides for interest thereon.
Provides that certain water and sewer system bonds which
are issued pursuant to special assessment provisions may
carry an interest rate of up tc l percent above that
otherwise authorized by law.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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